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The Argus and the whole tory squadron
Reception of the New York Mayor.—Corne
CLAIMS ON FRANCE.
i Rag, or Jackson Afoncy.—Our readers are
The Washington Correspondent of Poul- aware that one ofthe ostensible objects of Jack lius Lawrence, Mayor Elect of New York, preach monstrously about the corruptions of
son’s Daily Advertiser, speaking of the re- son’s ruinous “ experiment,” is to give the peo- entered that city on Saturday last; but with the U. 8. Bank, because the directors Would
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
iusal of the French Chamber to make an ap- ! pie a hard currency, in the place of bank notes, a meagre attendance. He came in the Inde not permit their books to be carried off to thd
JAMES' K. REM1CH.
tavern to be tortured by the spies of the
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. propriation to liquidate the American claims, I This declaration which has been sounded pendence from S. Amboy.
says :—■
' from one extremity of the Union to the other,
On the return to South Amboy of the In Kitchen, nor give up the private or business
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
The King of the two Sicilies, it is under we have already shown to be nothing more dependence to receive the passengers from letters received by officers of the Bank from
Two dollars per annum, if paid within theyear.—
stood, will take the same course, glad ofthe than one of those political tricks of decep Philadelphia by the 10 o’clock line—who members of Congress and others. Such an
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
example set him on the other side of the tion for which the present administration is were already on the wharf, and waiting with inquisition would not be submitted to by any
remain uiipaid at the expiration of the year.—No
Mediterranean. Thus the treaties for spoli so eminently distinguished. It is not in the some impatience for the boat—a white flag, local bank in the country. The fact is the
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
ations and indemnity, entered into by this power of Jackson, were he so disposed, to with the legend, “ The Constitution is safe, whole affair is got up for a political manœu
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
administration with foreign powers, and which suppress the circulation of bank notes; so long, for Jackson is the pilot,” was descried. A vre. The Kitchen knew perfectly well that
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for have been cried up as such prodigies of wis as the States have a right to incorporate State cry of“ down with that flag !” instantly arose, the investigation would amount to nothing,
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount dom and influence, will become nugatory, the banks.
Mr. Chilton Allen, of Kentucky, in which, as the boat came to the wharf, became and therefore instructed the majority of the
charged for its insertion.
just expectations ofthe commercial men ofthe his late speech on the deposite question, allu more earnest. Tfie Captain said it should be committee, who are “ small potatoes,” to make
country be baffled, and the nation left with the ded to this matter in the following terms :— hauled down as soon as possible. In attempt such demands as they knew honorable men
GAZETTE & PALLADIUM.
“ The very same power that is now pretend ing it, however, the violence of the wind hav could not comply with ; and then on their
bag in its hand.
Under an upright administration, this na ing to call out for hard money, has caused ing twisted the flag round the staff, the hal refusal the whole tory press was to get up a
Remarks of Mr. Webster in the Senate, in tion would have bounced up to a manK at state banks to spring up all over the Union yards broke. Meantime all the passengers, shout that the Bank refused an examination.
delation to his reception at Baltimore.
the very intimation of such a state of things. with the rapidity of mnshroons. Of late there to the number probably of a hundred, re And this they are now doing.
Mr. Webster said be was very sorry to be But how is the fact now ? General Jackson, have been established banks with the follow mained drawn up on the wharf, declaring
The Bank was examined by a congression
compelled to rise again on this question. But if he has correct information on foreign af ing amounts of capital in the States of
that they would not set a foot on board the al committee last year : a committee infinite
circumstances had come within his own fairs, understands perfectly that it is. not the
boat till the offensive emblem was removed. ly superior to the present, and the majority
$100,000
Maine,
knowledge, which he deemed it necessary to intention of the contracting parties to pay this
A voice then cried out “ all that are in favor reported that the Bank had been honestly
Vermont,
600,000
mention. When he arrived at Philadelphia on money ; he knows that the French ministry
of that flag being pulled down, say aye.” A conducted. Mr. Clayton of Georgia, from
Rhode Island,
1.COO 000
his return toWashington, he received infor have made no secret of Mr. Rives’ having
shout ensued which did indeed nial'« “.rhe the minority of that committee, made a coun
Connecticut,
mation of the very extraordinary communica taken advantage of a moment of great agita
hills of Jersey” ring. The contra—no—and ter report which the Globe circulated far and
New-Jersey,
100.000
tion sent by the President to the Senate ; and tion,
__ to raise
......immensely
..... v—<■ the amount of the
not a solitary voice was raised ! Immediately w'ide : but this same Mr. Clayton at the prés
New-York,
4,000,000
certainly all that he conversed with, viewed it i suin’ previous!V ai?ee?’upom
has3
one of the hands of the boat climbed the flag ent session, has frankly admitted on the floor
Pennsylvania,
4,100,000
\ and”ffia7thïs
' ______
with the utmost alarm and disapprobation. been deeply though silently resented in
staff, while others took boat hooks, and in of the House, that after full reflection and
Maryland,
500,000
When he arrived at Baltimore, he found mul France. He will now have to bluster. But
tatters the banner of falsehood was soon torn a thorough review of the whole matter, he is
North Carolina,
2,800,000
titudes of people in the streets, certainly not his precise situation is at this moment as well
down. Three hearty cheers greeted its de satisfied he did the Bank great injustice.
South Carolina,
500,000
assembled in a riotous maimer, but evincing understood in Europe as it is here ; all the
Kennebec Journal.
scent, and then all were soon underway in
Mississippi,
700,000
a deep state of feeling from some great cause. letters, all the newspapers, are out against
the Independence, with the broad flag of the
Louisiana,
12,000,000
When the boat arrived at the wharf, a gentle his attempts to experiment upon the prosper
Union only flying above them, and no man’s
Tennessee,
5,000,000
The Argus is quoting the language of Jeffer*
man came forward and introduced one vener ity of his native country ; they see the ten
private signal to mark them as a despot’s son, Madison, Clay, John Adams, Webster, &c.
Kentucky,
5,000,000
able man, who addressed him by saying, “ I dency of his experiment, and wherever integ
slaves.
Ohio,
&c. against ZÀe U. S. Bank. Most of these were
4,000,000
am a member of the Presbyterian church, and rity and steadiness in the administration of a
against the old U. 8. Bank, though it is unex
Indiana,
1,600,000
you may be surprised to see me in the crowd country’s laws are understood and valued,
plained by the tory papers. There was a decided
City
of
New
York.
—
On
Tuesday
last,
Mr.
majority against renewing the charter ofthe old
on such a day : but I remember that we had bis conduct is marked with severe reprobation.
$42,900,000
Lawrence,
the
new
Mayor,
was
inducted
into
no Sundays in Revolutionary times, to inter Blustering therefore will not serve his turn.
“ Sir, is it not known to you, and every office with the customary ceremonies. James U. S. Bank in 1811 ; but the experiment of doing
without one satisfied nearly all who were afere with our duty to our country. Weknow
What therefore must he do ? Call upon man in this House, that all means that could Monroe was elected President of the Board aginst the old one that they must have another î,
that our liberties are in danger, and, we come the people and the Congress for help in the be exerted, through the public officers,
down to you, for the purpose of making you time of his need ? The people ! What peo through the press, and every other mode ot of Aidermen, by a vote of 10 to 5, and George and consequently another (the present) was es
That experiment was a very costly
acquainted with our true situation, and to ask ple ? The people against whose cries he has influence, was employed to cause the multi W. Bruin President of the Board of Assist tablished.
ants, by a vote of 8 to 7. The two gentle one to the American people ; but a large propor
what we are to depend on.”
tion of them seem to have forgotten it, or not to
been wilfully and unnaturally shutting his plication of state banks ? Was it not every
The Hon. gentleman (Mr. Forsyth) says own ears ? Will he cry aloud to them to where urged and pressed upon the people to men last named are Anti-Jackson.
have profited much by it. The speeches deliv
Salem
Gazette.
this crowd was composed of men influenced help him ? Will they come if he does cry ? establish state banks and independent banks,
ered against the old Bank in 1811 now quoted by
by the exasperated feelings of faction. Was No ! His will be a voice crying aloud in the to supply the place of the National Bank ? From the Syracuse (Onondago County A. K) the tory papers, are about as much to the point
as the arguments ofthe learned clergy some cen
there no feeling of exasperation separate from wilderness ! Suppose he calls upon Con And now, sir, when this great effort to get up
Constitutionalist.
turies ago against the Copernican system of the
faction ? Did the honorable gentleman never gress. What answer will he get from the new state banks, has succeeded with an ag
LAWRENCE’S MAJORITY.
earth.
hgar ofthe exasperated feelings of patriotism ? Senate ? “ We cannot consent to lead the gregate capital, as it appears on paper, to the
A very respectable gentleman, a citizen of The principal men quoted by the Argus as
And did these feelings never call forth crowds American people into a war against the enormous amount of forty three millions— this county, who has a rail road in New Jer
against
i/ie National Bank, are the very men
to assemble in the streets even on Sunday ? soundest principles of civil government. Ours new banks that will multiply paper money sey, near New-York, told a merchant of this who subsequently
established the present Na
With what eyes did the gentleman look on is a government not of parade, but of princi beyond all former example ; now, sir, after village, a few days since, in New York, that tional Bank.—ib.
the many who meet on every day of the ple. We stand up for principle here, and we the consummation of the project to flood the more of his workmen, (foreigners, and prin
week through the whole Union ? Were they cannot stand up against it in other places, whole land with rags, we are informed that cipally not naturalized,) left their work and
The President violates the law of the con
■exclusively of the classes of one particular because you by your want of principle have we are just about to return to a hard money attended the election in the city, than the
party ? He must know that these masses brought our government into contempt. You Government!!! From present appearance, whole majority which Mr. Lawrence receiv stitution.
“ Bah ! what of that,” say his defenders,
were collected by a general feeling of oppres have impoverished the people of your native we are just as likely to have perpetual motion ed. That they voted for Mr. Lawrence, he
sion. Did the gentleman never see such country, and you now seek to lead them into a in our mechanism as the exclusive use of gold learned from their own declarations after they “ see what a fine head of gray hair he has.”
But he is destroying commerce, and tramp
crowds collected at a steamboat wharf that war, to maintain the doctrines by which you and silver in our commerce.”—Phil. Gaz.
returned. Here is positive evidence that Mr. ling
upon the industrious classes.
he could not get through without being have accomplished their ruin. You have’
Lawrence’s majority was obtained from vo
Nonsense ! He won the battle of Newjostled ? So far as he (Mr. W.) was concern made your own bed, and have only yourself
It is stated in the Lynchburgh Virginian ters from another State, and those voters for
Orleans.”
ed, it was a matter of no importance. But to blame, if is not a bed of roses.”
that one of the Cherokee delegation of In eigners ! Names are in our possession.
But he claims the control over the Sword
so far as the city of Baltimore was concerned
dians, on his way to Washington, on a mis
and the Purse, and has declared himself the
which was behind no city in the Union for
sion
from
the
tribe,
was
arrested
in
Crawford
RETRENCHMENT AND REFORM.
Just before the late City Election in Port
Possessor of unlimited power ?
high patriotism, intelligence, and moral worth,
In the Congressional proceedings of the
the editor of the Portland Courier ad county, Arkansas Territory, for debt, and
“ Can’t you be quiet ? Do you not see
and religious feeling, the observation ofthe land,
required
to
give
bail.
He
was
discharged
by
9th inst. the following information is elicited
vocated the election of the anti-Jackson can
gentleman deserved some rebuke.
two justices
justices of
of the
the peace,
peace, upon
upon the
the ground
ground as regards the New-York Custom House, ami that the old gentlemen has sundry welts and
didate for Mayor. The Courier v.^s estab two
Tho hoaoTRl>te gentleman' seemud to have lished as a neutral paper in regard to party that as die ambassador of a fo1;?)gL power, he; sh0W3 conclusively, that the promises of ¡"“he Re vol udon 7„Uei3on wh,ch he received
Revolution !” _________
jn his eye some terra incognita, out of which politics, and the editor gives the following could not be he d to bad.. This is a new. va- Andrew Jackson on the score of Retrench- in the RevoJut.on
that great voice is to come which is to settle reasons for taking part in an election contest riety of the Indian question, and a curious ment have not been fulfilled, and probably,
this great question in favor of the administra ed on party grounds ;—
one.
Spontaneous Combustion.—It is not gener
were never intended to be.—The schedule
tion. He himself decides that this terra in
which follows gives the number of subordi ally known that oil in cotton, wool or linen,
“ For ourselves we consider it an important
cognita was not on the sea coast, (and in this crisis for the country, one which calls impe
The Washington correspondent of the Bal nates and during the last year of the much a- may produce spontaneous combustion, and
he knew he was correct,) for from Maine to riously upon every one to endeaver to be timore Gazette states the following circum bused administration of Mr. Adams, and the that very destructive fires have had this
South Carolina, that feeling which the gentle correctly informed, and to express his opin stance in reference to the records relating to last year of the first term of Gem Jackson—it origin. A number of such instances are well
man calls exasperation and faciion the people ion freely. This we feel bound to do, and the claims of our citizens on France.
is fair to infer that a gradual increase has gone known to the Insurance Companies. It is
call patriotism—a sense of injury and oppres- this we shall do. In ordinary times we can
“ A curious fact is stated to me, on author on since 1828 was the last year of Mr. Ad important that the community should be bet
ion. Where, then, is the terra incognita to be look upon the contests of parties, the squab ity indisputable, that all, or almost all, the ams’ administration and 1832 the last year of ter apprised of the danger, that they may
found ? The gentleman said that Philadel bles between the ins and outs for office, with records and documents connected with Amer Gen. Jackson’s and under these dates they guard against it. We are informed that an
phia always thought against Pennsylvania, careless indifference. Looking for no office ican Claims, prior to the year 1807, have dis are placed.—Portsmouth Journal.
extensive importing house in this city recent
but recent events seemed to incline the gen ourselves, and not being within the traces of appeared, and that in a singular manner—
ly had a quantity of sheet iron cleansed of
Adams.
Jackson.
tleman to think that all great cities differed any party, it matters but little to us who sold as it is stated, for 2400fr., by a Clerk in
rust by rubbing it with pieces of linen cloth
1828
1832
with the country. On the great question comes in, if the affairs of government be but the French Foreign Office.”
dipped in oil. After the work was done the
35
Collector’s Clerks !
66
which now agitated the people, he appre well conducted.
pieces were thrown together in a corner.
2
7
Appraizers !
hended that the cities and the country thought
The next da£ they were accidentally discov
Jacksonian opinions of Jackson's Protest.—
We consider the question now something
1
16
do.
Clerks
!
alike. If a question affected a city only, the more than a scramble for office : we believe it The Boston Gazette, a Jackson paper, says:—
ered to be on fire, and just in time to prevent
63
Inspectors !
120
the communication to articles near by. Had
country might, from not understanding it, connected with the welfare of the country.
The Senate have decided not to record the
6
Guagers
!
8
the combustion taken place at night it is
view it in a different light. But on the con We believe the country needs a national bank. Protest of the President on their journals.
13
Weighers !
14
stitutional question, whether the free institu We believe much of the present distress and We are not ,surprised at this decision. In
probable that the whole building, and a very
12
Measurers
!
13
valuable stock ot merchandize, would have
tions of the country are to be preserved, the embarrassment in the business of the country the first place the Protest itself was an unfor
None
Night Watch !
18
been inveloped in the flames, and perhaps
man who is most deeply interested is the ag has arisen from the course of the President tunate document for the President, containing
4
Markers.
9
entirely destroyed.—N. Y. Mer. Adv.
riculturalist ; and, if the inhabitant of the city in removing the deposites from the Bank of as it did doctrines of an anti-republican and
$5000 Stationary, &c.
$8000
is the earliest to move in it, it is because the United States.
dangerous character. Then the explanatory
he has the earliest means of information.
A Praiseworthy Movement.-THc Young
We believe the course which the President document which followed upon the heels of
Removal of the Deposites.— We have al- Men of Ellsworth, in this State, were to meet
has been led to pursue in relation to the pub the Protest, and which many have consider
our conviction,, that the real I on the evening of the 15th inst. for the pur
We do not recollect that the piety of our lic deposites has been contrary to law\ We ed a recantation of the doctrines referred to, reiady. expressed
.
Jackson friends was very sensibly shocked, believe the President is honest and patriotic, only made the matter worse ; and many of reasons which produced this measure have pose of forming a Young Men’s Whig Socie
when the President elect travelled on Sunday but has been strangely deceived and tamper the President’s best friends have regretted not been laid before the public from official ty. “ The object of this meeting,” says tho
down the Mississippi, on his way to Washing ed with by such men as Amos Kendall and a that he has managed his business so unskil sources ; and that the reasons which have Ellsworth Advertiser, “ is to promotea more
been assigned are contradicted by the very general knowledge of the principles of our
ton, and was saluted on that day with cannon, lew others who surround him. We believe fully 1
individuals, who brought them forward. The government : and to elucidate those parts
huzzas, &c. by the whole porkers generally there is a Kitchen Cabinet at Washington,
last Washington Globe, which has been re
on his route. It is only the wicked doings of which has got between the ear ofthe Presi
“ We hope he will do it.”—The New Hamp ceived here, asserts that the great object oi which require study and investigation. In
the opposition that' troubles their tender dent and his constitutional Cabinet, and that shire Patriot, in speaking of Mr. Taney, says
short by combining the researches of many,
Consciences ! We regret the transaction at the voice and opinion of such men as McLane —“ He is Constitutionally Secretary of the the President was to conquer the Bank ; and and presenting them in the attractive garb of
Baltimore, and think it was wrong—but we and Cass are powerless, whilst the secret and Treasury until the close of the present ses intimates that the removal of the deposites lectures, or subjects for general discussion,
cannot express the disgust we feel at the irresponsible whispers of Kendall & Co. can sion—and should the opposition Senators was the grand assault by which the victory not only more interest will be taken in the
to be gained. A writer in the Richmond subject, but it will be a school, where truth
hypocritical cant on the subject, of men who give direction to every public measure.
again abuse their trust by rejecting his nom was
Enquirer declares that “ without this bank
are the greatest idolaters the world ever saw,
We believe the only way left to undeceive ination the President can put him in office to question the opposition would have succeed will be obtained, not in the ordinary way of
and who, we verily believe, if Gen. Jackson the President is by the Voice of the people the end of another session, and we hope he will
affecting the passions, but by the more phi
ed,” and the administration party would have losophical course of convincing the reason.”
should issue a decree abolishing the Sabbath, speaking through the ballot boxes. Hence do it.” There is Republicanism for you !
been
before
this,
in
a
minority
in
the
House
would justify the act, and sustain him in it ! we believe the coming election important in
Representatives. Such confessions are
Salem Register.
Wild Animals.—The ship Susan, arrived at
A Sign.—The Representatives elect from of
a national point of view, and must give our
not without their value. These editors, then Boston, 18th inst. from Cape of Good Hope,
Deerfield,
a
town
which
has
usually
cast
vote for the ticket which is in favour of a na
No distress—no pressure—may be a little, tional Bank and opposed to the recent meas about 250 Jackson to 50 anti-Jackson votes, would give the people to understand, that all has on board seven Zebras, five Ghnus, two
the great interests ofthe country are tobe
but none to speak of— just fit to laugh at— ures of the Executive.
are denounced in the last Patriot as traitors put at hazard—that those who do business Ichneumons, four Quaggas, two African and
ruin ! ruin ! So the office-holders begun, so
Let it not be said we have hitched our pa and enemies to the great democratic party ! on credit, or in other words, nine-tenths of one Bengal Leopard, four Ostriches, two
Secretary Birds, two Ibises, fifteen Pelicans,
they continue. Let tl^em break, ¿hose who per to the car of a party and placed ourselves
Dover Enq.
the business men of the community, are to two Jackalls, six Hyenas, eight Monkeys, a
do business and borrow money ; “they ought -in the traces. It is no such thing. We come
break—that banks are to be swept away, like Porcupine, a Morgay, a Gazelle, an Eland,
to break,” so says the President'of the United and go independently as the wind of Heaven.
There is not a single vessel of any sort now
States.
Perish , commerce—perish credit, We are above all parties, and care for none of building at any of the ship yards in the city buildings by the hurricane—that all the com an Ant Bear, a Lioness, a Vulture, and a gi
says the Van Buren leader in Congress, Mr. them, as parties. When we believe an im of New York. Last year at this time, so hur mercial operations of this nation are to be gantic Crane, sixty-eight in number and all
Beardsley of New York State.
Perish portant interest of the country at stake, we ried and pressed with business were the ship struck with almost fata! paralysis—that suf alive.
Commerce !—perish our thousand ships— will declare our opinion honestly and openly, builders there, that it was difficult to induce fering is to be undergone, by all classes of
the people, such as a single act of a single in
perish all the foreign trade and coasting trade let it cut where it will.
The case of Abner Kneeland was tried be
them to make a new contract.—There was dividual scarcely ever produced before—part
which they carry on—perish trade on rivers,
Let the President retract his ruinous policy only one ship and one smaller vessel on the ly that the President might conquer the Bank, fore the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, in
rail-roads and canals. Perish Credit !—let and pursue a course that shall give prosperity stocks at the ship-yards in Philadelphia last
Boston, last week. The Jury could not agree
and partly that the administration might re upon a verdict, and Mr. K. was directed to
the merchant, the mechanic, the manufactu to the country and we shall be ready to raise week.
tain
a
majority
in
the
House
of
Representa

rer, never more have credit to borrow—stop our voice in his favour.—We go for measures
recognize for his appearance before the Court
tives ! The great interests of party are to
all credit sales of produce, manufactures and rather than men, and for the country rather
The Norristown, N. J. Palladium, mentions take the place of the great interests of the in November next.
merchandize. Perish all the means of busi than party.”
in terms of just rebuke, that an aged and country, and the people are to be made to
ness, profit and support hitherto enjoyed by
faithful (but poor) public servant, has been
Two destructive fires occurred in Roches
suffer, no matter to what extent—simply
our people. And for what ? for what ? An
Republicanism.—Mr. Lawrence, the New dismissed from the post-office in that place, that a disunited, tottering .party may be ter, N. Y. on the evening of the 9th inst. A
swer. To save our party and our offices. Mayor of New-York, has not yet resigned and a true Jackson man put in his place, who
large stone stable and 12 or 13 other build
held together.—Boston Patriot.
Connecticut Courant.
his seat in Congress. His salary as Mayor is is worth $100,000.
ings were destroyed, together withan im
three thousand dollars per annum, and his
mense quantity of goods and furniture. Loss
182 barrels of Alewives were taken in dip- estimated at from $45 to $50,000.
The ship Rosamond, belonging to Boston,
Mr. Wise, Mr. John Quincy Adams, Mr. pay as a member of Congress eight dollars
was boarded in February last, while lying at nets, at Ipswich, Mass., a few nights since.
Thomas of Louisiana, Mr. Pinckney, and per day. Mr. L. is a Jackson democrat.
Philadelphia Gaz.
A Paisley manufacturer having got, by
St. Jago, by officers and men from the Brit The largest number ever known to have been
Mr. Murphey, have been appointed a Select
some accident, a severe cut across the nose,
ish ship (of war) Etna, and two ofher seamen taken at any one time.
Committee in the House of Representatives,
and having no court-plaster at hand, stuck
to take into consideration the expediency of An editor of a paper apologizes to his sub forcibly taken.
The teller of one ofthe New-Orleans j on his unfortunate proboscis one of his gum
carrying into operation the Resolution of the scribers for not appearing in time, in conseRevolutionary Congress, concerning the e- quence of the sickness of his foreman’s fath- i The office of Hogreeve, has been abolished banks absconded lately, with about $30,000 J tickets, on which was the usual intimation—
belonging to that Institution.
“ warranted 350 yards long.”
er’s father.
1 in Massachusetts.
rection of a monument at Yorktown.
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

IRT, S«r‘l,rl'
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they proceeded to demolish the buildings of
day of May, at an hour fixed by themselves.
such persons as they considered hostile to UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.
“ Your committee then and there, in writing,
their cause. This state of disorder continued
required of the Committee of the Board, to
TWENTY-THIRD CONG RË SS. ...Fl RST SESSION.
SATURDAY, MAY 31, 1834.
Three days later from England.—Liv erpool for two days, at the expiration of which order
produce to your committee, for inspection
papers of the 16th of April, and London of was restored by the efforts of civil authorities
SENATE.
Report of the Bank Committee.—The certain books and papers of the Bank, to en
the 15th, have been received at New York by and the military.
MONDAY, MAY 19.
able your committee to inquire into the truth
Committee of the House of Representatives, of representations made by the Government
the packet ship South America.
A rumor prevailed in London, and was de
Reports
were
communicated
from
the
Parliament had recommenced its session, clared by the Times to be well founded,
appointed to investigate the affairs of the Directors to the President of the United States
but the English papers contain nothing of in that a treaty had been concluded between | Treasury Department, shewing the amount Bank of the United States, made a report and to Congress ; and to ascertain |whether
of
public
money
in
the
Bank
of
Alexandria
terest. The French dates are not so late France and Great Britain, and Spain and
the charof their proceedings, so far as they I the Board
z. . ,,of Directors
, r----- ,* had
" ? ;violated
------ , --------as those which have been already received. Portugal, for the settlement of the affairs of. at the time of its failure, stating the number “, in part
r
.
...
j. ,
, 'ter of the Bank, by authorizing the exercise
There is nothing new from any quarter ex the Peninsula, thdugh not by armed interven and amount of transfer drafts which have have found it practicable to discharge the I of il|ega] powers
their com“nittees or offi.
been issued, and communicating the state
cepting Portugal, the intelligence from which tion.
duties devolved on them,” on the 22d inst. | cers, and whether the Bank had any agency,
is contained in the following extracts.
The French dates are as late as the 20th ments of the Bank of the United States, and I —The report commences with stating that j through its management or money, in prothe
deposite
banks
since
the
first
of
February.j
LONDON, MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 14.
uk. The disorders in Lyons continued until
i ducing the present pressure, or has used its
Remonstrances against the petition of John ,
The private letters received this morning the 17th, but were completely at an end on Ames were presented by Mr. Prentiss, Mr.1 the Bank of the U. S. differs essentially from corporate power or money to control the press,
from Oporto, dated the 30th ult. are very en the J^th. No further difficulties had arisen Silsbee and Mr. Chambers. Various memo- an ordinary banking company, incorporated to interfere in politics, or influence elections.
couraging, and state that a considerable force in Paris, and every part of the kingdom was I rials on the subject of the removal of the de for private benefit—it was chartered for great
“ Without giving a specific answer to these
marched out of that garrison, on the 25th, perfectly tranquil. It does not appear, that posites, were presented. The following res public purposes, as an Agent, deemed neces calls for books and papers, the committee of
towards Guimaraens, which town they en the disturbances arose from any deep or olution was offered by Mr. Sprague :
sary to the Federal Government, and design Directors presented a written communication,
tered and made themselves masters of on the very general feeling of discontent among the
which was said to be “ indicative of the mode
Resolved,
That
the
Commissioners
under
26th, driving the Miguelites, about 2000 in people. In those of Paris, the whole number the late treaty with France, be requested to ed to aid the Treasury Department to collect of proceeding deemed right by the Bank.”
number, in great, confusion before them, and of the killed did not exceed fifty, twelve of communicate to the Senate the amount of the conveniently and disburse the national reve
“ The committee of the Board in that com
compelling them to retreat in the direction of whom were soldiers. The loss of life at claims which have been presented to them ; nue ; and the committee enter into a some munication, express the opinion, that the in
Amarante. The Queen’s troops then pro Lyons seems to have been much exaggerated specifying the number of vesselsand cargoes,
quiry can only be rightfully extended to al
ceeded towards Braga, which they also took in our former accounts, though the number the number of memorials, and distinguishing what lengthy and labored argument to prove, leged. violations of the charter, and deny vir
possession of, while Admiral Napier on the of the killed is not precisely stated. Thein- into classes those memorials which have been what there can be no doubt about, that a com tually the right of the House of Representa
other side, conquered Vienna, thus placing jury arising from the loss of property was i accepted, those which have been suspended, mittee of either House of Congress, appoint tives to authorize the inquiries required in the
the whole province of Entre Douroe Minho very great. A royal ordinance had been is-!
those which have been rejected for defects in ed for that purpose, have power to inspect resolution.
under the command of the Pedroites, the sued, investing the Chamber of Peers with form—those which have been rejected for de
the books and examine into the proceedings “ They also required of the Committee of In
greater part of which had declared in favor of the power of trying the persons concerned in fects
vestigation, “ when they asked for books and
in
substance
;
and
specifying
the
aof
the bank, and to report whether the pro papers, to state specifically in writing, the pur
the Queen. A reinforcement of 400 men the various riots. It does not appear to have mount of principal and interest- claimed by
had arrived at Oporto from Lisbon—and an been ascertained, whether they were the re
memorialists in each class. Also, the visions of its charter have been violated or poses for which they are proposed to be in
additional number was shortly expected un sult of a concerted plan, or were entirely in the
spected ; and if it be to establish a violation
number of cases that have been acted and not.
der the command of Villa Flor, who, imme dependent of each other.
of the charter, then to state specifically in
adjudicated
upon,
distinguishing
those
that
On
the
22d
of
April
last,
the
committee
pro

We have no accounts of any further inter
diately on his arrival was to make an attack
writing, what are the alleged or supposed vi
have
been
adjudged
good
from
those
that
ceeded to Philadelphia, andon the 23d notified olations of charter, to which the evidence is
on Coimbra, which if taken would then place ruption of the tranquillity of Belgium. A roy have been finally rejected.
nearly the entire coast of Portugal in the al order, however, had been issued, expelling
the
President
of
the
Bank
that
they
were
in
alleged to be applicable.”
The bill for the relief of certain insolvent
all foreigners from her territory. This meas
hands of Donna Maria.
readiness to visit it on the ensuing day, at any “ Your committee replied, that they were not
Baron Soure, son of Viscount Pezo de Re- ure gave occasion to considerable discontent, debtors of the United States was ordered to
The bill appropriating hour agreeable to him. Thereupon a spe charged with the duty of criminating the
goa, alias Gaspar Texeira, a lieutenant gen and was to be made the subject ofParliamen- a third reading.
$350,000
in
aid
of
the construction of the cial meeting of the Board of Bank Directors Bank, its Directors, or others ; but simply to
eral in the army of Don Miguel, entered Opor tary investigation.
inquire, amongst other things, whether any
Baltimore
wl
Washington
Rail-road, was
to on the 22d ult. to negotiate an amnesty for
There had been rumors of changes in the
was held, at which a committee of seven of prosecution
|JI
/U
ill
lUill), OilVUlU
U.U instituIllSLilUin legal form,
should be
passed,
ayes
23,
noes
20,
after
being
so
ahimselfj father and friends. He was well re Spanish Ministry, but subsequent intelligence
me vwuithe Board was appointed to receive the
com- tt:d, and from the nature of their duties, and
mended
as
to
require
that
the
mail
shall
be
ceived, his proposals acceded to, and a com did not confirm them. The decree for the
mittee of the House of Representatives, V and tJ16 instructions of the House of Representamand on the Coimbra road given to him. convocation of the Cortes has at length been transported free of charge.
tives, they were not bound to state specifically
to offer for their inspection such books and in writing any charges against the bank, or
This step on the part of the Miguelite officers issued, accompanied by an exposition, ad
TUESDAY, MAY 20.
was considered in Oporto of considerable dressed by the Ministers to the Queen, of the
papers of the Bank as were necessary to any special purpose for which they required
Memorials from Pittsburg and Columbia, exhibit the proceedings of the corporation, the production of the books and papers for
consequence, particularly to the commercial circumstances which required the measure,
world, as the Viscount was one of the great and the principles on which it should be Pa. on the deposite question, were presented,
inspection.
est landed proprietors in Tras or Montes, and founded. The time and place of meeting the latter by Mr. Webster. A memorial from according to the requirements of the charter,”
“ A specific answer was requested to the
the
principal
chiefs
and
delegates
of
the
and
the
committee
of
the
House
of
Repre

were
not
determined.
The
exposition
sets
possessed the greatest part of the vineyards
calls which had beën made.
Cherokee
nation,
was
presented
by
Mr.
Clay

in that province. He is also said to have forth the basis, upon which the ancient Cortes
sentatives were informed that they would be
“ The committee of the Board, after deliber
considerable influence in that part of the of the kingdom was established, and declares ton. Mr. Forsyth moved that it be not re received at the Bank the next day, at 11 o’ ation, made a communication to your commit
ceived,
but
the
motion
was
rejected
by
a
vote
country, which hitherto has been considered that the present disputed succession to the
tee, in writing, in which they announced
a strong Miguelite position.
Crown renders it at this time indispensable ; of 30 to 3. After the transaction of some clock. At that hour, the committee attended : their purpose to adhere to their resolution,
By the letters from Lisbon it appears that but that its Constitution must be accommo other business of little importance, the Sen and, says the report, “ on assembling at the and refused to submit the books and papers
both Lisbon and Oporto had been declared dated to the spirit of the times. It is to be ate adjourned.
Bank they found the room which had been of the Bank, required by your committee to
free ports, a measure which is considered composed of two estates : The Estate of the
offered
for their accommodation, pre-occupi be produced for their inspection.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21.
here as highly creditable to the existing Gov peers of the realm will consist of the arch
“ These calls were made in the bank, and in
ed
by
the
committee of the board, with the
ernment, and a piece of obvious policy which bishops, bishops, the grandees, of the titulos
Various memorials were presented, on the
the presence of the committee of the Boardr
President
of
the
Bank,
as
an
ex
ofiicio
mem

ought to have been adopted long before, had of Castile, and a certain number of persons subject of the removal of the deposites, which
and then and there a compliance with them
the true interests of the country been better distinguished for their public services, together gave rise to -d debate that continued until the ber, claiming the right to be present at the was refused. Not feeling authorized to re
understood. The reports of a change of min with commercial and scientific men of emin hour of adjournment.
exatninations and investigations of this com gard this unexpected and unequivocal refusal
istry at Lisbon were losing ground, and it was ence, who may possess an income of 70,000
mittee.
This proceeding the Committee as the act of the Board of Directors, your
understood that the Emperor had determined reals. The Chamber of Deputies is to con
THURSDAY, MAY 22.
committee submitted the proceedings of their
were not prepared to expect.” 1! 1
for the present to retain the individuals ac sist of persons to be chosen according to the
committee to the Board, and they were by
After the presentation of some memorials,
tually in office, in the consideration that to law of elections, who must be 30 years of age
The further transactions ofvthe committee the Board “ fully approved and sanctioned.”'
them was to be attributed, in a great degree, j and in possession of an income of 12,000 the Senate proceeded to the consideration of
In this act of refusal, which nothing that
the success with which the cause of the I reals. Each body is to determine the qual- executive business. The resolution of Mr. of the House are exhibited in the following had occurred had prepared them to antici
Sprague,
after
being
so
modified
as
to
call
on
extracts
:
—
Queen had been attended. The following is ificiitions of its members. The President and
pate, your committee are of opinion, that the
Vice President of the Chamber of Deputies the commissioners under the French Conven
an extract from one of the private letters :
“ Contemplating an extended investigation, charter of the Bank was violated, and a con
tion
for
a
list
of
the
claims
presented,
with
a
are to be selected by the Crown from five
“ LISBON, MARCH 27.
tempt of the authority of
* the House of Repstatement of the amount of each, was adopted. but unwilling that an apprehension should j
“The affairs of the Queen are improving. candidates, nominated by that body. The Various bills were ordered to a third reading. exist of improper disclosures being made of resentatiyes committed,
Her troops have reached Beja from Algarve, right of convoking, suspending or dissolving The bill for the repair of the Mars Hill Mil the transactions of the Bank and its custom“ Anxious, however, to perform their duty
and cavalry was sent yesterday hence to join the Cortes is vested in the sovereign. They itary Road in Maine was considered,and on ers, your committee, following the example without complaint to me
the >wu=c,
House, Hand
in cunconiju m
are
not
to
deliberate
on
any
subject,
which
them, in order, as is supposed, to raise the
motion of Mr. Clayton, who wished to exam of the committee of 1832, adopted a resolu- formity with the proceedings of the cominitshall
not
be
submitted
to
them
by
a
royal
de

Almetejo, and to cut off the supplies of the
of
*
“rTInvestigation of 1819 and 1832, your
ine it further, the Senate adjourned to Mon tion declaring that their proceedings should ' tees
Miguelites from that province, from which cree. No taxes are to be imposed without day.
be confidential, until otherwise ordered by committee called on the bank, in a series of
their
consent,
nor
for
a
longer
time
than
two
they have hitherto received them. While
the committee, and also a resolution that the resolutions, to furnish statements, and certain
these movements have been making in Al- years. In the event of dissolution, another
committee would conduct investigations extracts and copies from their books and paHOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
tnetejo, and the whole of the Algarve being is to be assembled before the expiration of a
“ without the presence vi
of a<
any
7 pviovn
person uui
not icre- Pers, which, in the opinion ofyour committee,
under the Government of the Queen, Ad- year- No member is to be held responsible
quired or invited to attend.” A copy of these were all intimately connected with their duMONDAY, MAY 19.
mirai Napier has captured Caminha, and lor his vote or the expression of his opinions,
They day was occupied with the presen resolutions was furnished the Committee of ties, and many of them indispensable to af
gamed other opportune successes, in that part The accounts from Portugal continue favor- tation of memorials.
Directors, in the hope that the exclusive con ford to the House of Representatives the in1
able
to
the
cause
of
Dori
Pedro.
On
the
12th
of Portugal, of which, however, you will ob
The Speaker laid before the House a letter trol of a room at the Bank, during its hours . formation which they had directed your
of
April,
a
body
of
the
Miguelites,
from
Santain more direct and better accounts from
i from Cornelius W. Lawrence, Mayor elect of of business, would thereafter be conceded to ’ committee to obtain.
Oporto. Saldanha continues before Santa- tarem, made an attack upon St. Ubes, but New York, resigning his seat in the House. your committee, while the claim of the Com
“ The first of these was responded to by the
was
repulsed
with
considerable
loss.
A
short
rem, from which place Don Miguel has not
mittee of Directors, to be present when their committee of Directors, and the information
time
previous,
Lord
Howard
de
Walden
and
moved Since the 18th ult. A decree has just
books were submitted for inspection, should furnished. Though useful, it was compara
TUESDAY, MAY 20.
been issued, making Lisbon and Oporto free Admiral Parker, proposed to Don Miguel to
be postponed for decision, when the books tively unimportant.
_______
_
_____
_
The
subject
of
the
contested
election
in
leave
the
kingdom
with
an
assurance
of
a
were called for and produced by them.
depository ports. The Scorpion, lately cap
“ The Board of Directors, after deliberation,
liberal
income,
an
amnesty
to
his
followers,
’
Kentucky
was
discussed
during
the
day,
but
tured at Caminha, by Napier, has been
“ On the 28th ult. this committee assembled refused to comply with the other calls, for
no
question
was
taken
when
the
House
ad

brought in here, and turns out contrary to and a recognition of his right to the throne in journed.
at the banking house, and again found the reasons which will be found in their resolu
what was at first stated, to have military stores default of issue of the Queen ; but the prop
room they expected to find set apart for their tion in the Appendix.
osition was rejected. Don Perez des Castro
on board.”
use, pre-occupied by the Committee of Direct
“ They say, that the Board of Directors do
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21.
is appointed Ambassador of Spain at the
ors, and others, officers of the Bank. And not feel themselves at liberty to comply with
We have the following letter from Lisbon Court of Lisbon.______________________________
__
HH
__
The
subject
of
the
contested
election
of
a
instead of such assurances as they had a right the requirement of the committee of Investi
of the 27th ult.
A rumor prevailed at Pera on the 25th Representative from Kentucky was resumed“ to expect, they received copies of two resolu gation, because “ part” of the copies called
“ Vina is taken by Napier. The Miguelite
March,
of
a
serious
insurrection
at
Aleppo,
and
occupied
the
attention
of
the
House
durtions adopted by the Board of Directors, in for “ relate to matters over which the Board
militia have joined the Pedroites. Braga, the
capital of the province of Minho, is occupied Ibrahim Pacha had returned to Egypt, in ing the day. Messrs. Marshall, Clayton and which they were given to understand that have no control.”
of the illness of the Viceroy, [ Hardin spoke in vindication of the claim of their continued occupation of the room must
“ 2. The Board say, they cannot comply,
by 2000 Constitutionalists. In a fight before consequence
which was produced by his grief at the de Mr. Letcher, and Mr. Jones in favor of be considered a favor, and not a matter of because it would be impossible for them todo
Santarem, Don Miguel is said to have escaped
sertion of Osman Pacha. The Turkish fleet,
so “ within any reasonable time, having as
by swimming, his army being defeated. The destined to blockade Samos, sailed on the 21st. that of Mr. Moore : but no question was right.
taken.
“ When this communication bad been read, certained, by a careful examination, that the
Lightning started immediately previous to
War has been declared against Naples by
your committee adjourned to meet at their copies and statements called for by the reso
the taking of the various towns in the south
THURSDAY, MAY 22.
own chamber, at the North American Hotel.” lutions of the 29th ult. alone, would require
of Portugal by Gen. Torres, who left Oporto the Emperor of Morocco.—Boston Pat.
Subsequently “ they required of the Presi the uninterrupted labor of two clerks for at
The subject of the Kentucky election was
with 4,000 men. Don Miguel’s troops re
Dreadful Shipwreck.—The fine ship She considered, until Mr. Thomas"asked leave to dent and Directors, in writing, to submit for least ten months.”
treated on his approach.”
The Lightning
“ 3d. The Board say they cannot “ comply
steamer, with Lord William Russell and his nandoah, Rose, which sailed from Bremer present the Report of the Committee on the the inspection of the Committee, at their
, vuc
inasmuch as- .«
in respect L
to «a part vof
the papers
family on board, arrived at Plymouth on haven on the 16th of April, bound to Balti Bank, which was presented, and made the committee room, on the 3d day of May, cer.......................
17 ’ /
’ effect
"
’
_ _ _ _ _ _asj
for,. the
would
be the same
Friday.—The intelligence from Lisbon, Opor more, with 190 passengers, was cast away the order of the day for Tuesday of next week. tain books and papers of the Bank, which I called
' surrender of their books and papers to a
to and Vigo is satisfactory. The latter, a same day, or the following night, on the Mel Mr. E. Everett presented a Report from the might have been thus produced without in-*1the
fortress of some importance on the south lum, near the Bremerbeacon, and went to minority of the same Committee, which was term ption to the ordinary business of the secret and exparte examination.”
bank of the Minho, and immediately oppo pieces, with the loss of thirty passengers made the order of the day for the same day. Bank. The requisition, in terms, implied “ Believing they had now exhausted in their
site to the Spanish city of Tuy, surrendered drowned ! The remainder have returned to Some discussion having arisen respecting the the presence of the directors or their commit efforts to execute the duty devolved upon
them, all reasonable means depending solely
number of copies of both which should be tee.
most willingly to the gallant admiral. He port.
“ On the day named, the Board addressed a upon the provisions of the Bank charter, to
printed, a motion to adjourn was made, which
also captured in the river the Scorpion, the
Late from the Pacific.—The brig Hunter was rejected, but, being soon after renewed, written communication to the committee, de obtain the inspection of the books of this cor
chief, if not the only means by whiçh the
prevailed, and the House adjourned to Mon claring “ that they cannot comply with that poration, your Committee were at last reluc
Miguelite and Carlist factious rebels have for furnishes Panama papers to the 23d March.
The rail road from Porto Bello to Panama, day.
part of the resolution of the committee of in tantly compelled to resort to the subpoenas
some time maintained communication with
vestigation which requires that certain books which had been furnished to them under the
their ultramarine friends and partisans.—Sun. (from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean) it
was expected, would be speedily achieved—
QTA gentleman of this city, now abroad, of the Bank be sent to the North American seal of this House, and attested by its Clerk.
a subscription amounting to $90,800 had been writes
____to a friend“ The American news- Hotel, this day at 11 o’clock.”
They, thereby, on the 9th inst. directed the
Later from Europe.—English papers of the raised in Panama towards the construction of j papers that I see are filled with accounts of “ Your committee are of opinion that this re Marshal of the Eastern District of Pennsylva
25th ult. have been received at New York by the work. A commission has been sent by scarcity of money, general distress, and de- fusal of the Board of Directors to submit the nia to summon Nicholas Biddle, President,
the packet ship Napoleon.
the Government, accompanied by a gentle-j struction to the great commercial and manu- books of the Bank to thè inspection of your and thirteen other persons, Directors of the
The British Parliament assembled on the man named Ventura Marroquin, who had i facturing interests of the cotintrv, consequent committee, is a violation of the Bank charter, Bank, to attend at their Committee-roorn, on
18th. Some measures of importance had discovered a passage from sea to sea, in a on the
' removal of the
■
. - from the U. and a contempt of the law and authority of the next day, at 12 o’clock, at noon, to testi
deposites
been brought forward by the Ministry. A- great measure free from hills and obstructions States Bank. According to my own notion the House of Representatives.
fy concerning the matters of which your
mong them, were bills for the commutation and which can be, and has been accomplish it was the most violent, arbitrary and illegal
“ Having failed to accomplish the object of Committee were authorized to inquire, and
of tith.es, for the abolition of church rates, ed by himself in one day ; they will examine measure ever resorted to by any body calling procuring the books of the Bank for inspec tp^ bring with them certain books therein
and for general education. Mr. O’Connell the route and report upon its probable advan itself a government. How long will our peo tion, at their committee room, your commit named for inspection. The Marshal served
had made a long speech in favor of the repeal tage.—JV. Y. Evening Star.
ple submit ? Jackson's conduct amuses the tee felt it their duty to demand their submis the summbns in due form of law, and at the
of the Union, to which Mr. Spring Rice was
Europeans much ; they call him the AUTO sion for that purpose, at the Bank, of the time appointed, the persons therein named
to reply. A select committee was appointed
From Lima.—By the ship Leonidas, Capt. CRAT OF ALL THE STATES.
President and Cashier of the Bank, the usual appeared before the Committee and present
on the 15tb to inquire into the political con Woodbury, we learn at the time of his sailing
and general agents of the Corporation. For ed a written communication signed by each
Bos.
Atlas.
dition of the Canadas. In the course of the there was a revolution in Lima, and that
that purpose, on the 5th day of May, having of them, as the answer of each to the re
debate on this subject, much jealousy was Obregozo had been elected by a large major
apprised the committee of directors of their quirements of the subpoena (which is in the
A
good
explanation.
—
“
Feds."
—
There
is
a
exhibited of the growing power of the United ity. His opponent, Gen. Gamarra, late Presi
party in the United States, that may with intention, at one o’clock they repaired to the appendix to this report.) In this paper they
States.
dent, had possession of the capital with 800 great propriety be called “ Feds."—There are Bank and then required of the President and declare “ that they do not produce the books
On the 22d, the members of the Trades’ troops. Obregozo was in the fortress of
Cashier, each of them respectively, to produce required, because they are not in the custody
who
Unions, to the number, according to some pa CaBao wilh ibont thesame nomber, ¿¿d H i
certain of the books of the Bank, for inspec of either of us, but as has been heretofore sta
pers, of 50,000, assembled in London to peti
Government, and some of the tion of the committee. This was refused by ted, of the Board,” and add, “ considering,
tion the King for the commutation of a judi the people were in his favor.—Every pros
each of those officers, for reasons stated in that as corporators and Directors, we are par
cial sentence on some individuals con pect of a speedy peace prevailed.—JV. Y. Gaz. “ Feds” of the present day, are well/ed; all writing, and to be found in the appendix to ties to tfie proceeding—we do not consider
of
whom
as
in
the
time
of
the
revolution
are
victed of a riot in Dorsetshire. Great prep
this report.
ourselves bound to testify, and therefore res-x
arations were however made by the civil
A gang of forgers, robbers and receivers of supported, right or wrong, by the advocates of “ In this refusal, your committee believe there pectfully decline to do so.”
po
wer.
—
Harrisburg
Intelligencer.
authorities to resist them, and no serious con stolen goods was arrested in New York city
was a substantial violation of the Bank char
“Justice requires us to add, that the Direct
sequences ensued. The King refused to re last week. They had carried on business
ter and a contempt against the authority of ors, while they protested against our right to
The Boston Atlas states that the wages of the House committed.
ceive their petition, while assembled in this on a large scale for a while past, and were,
examine them, declared they had no knowl
formidable array. On the 15th a riot of more according to the Journal of Commerce, as the labourers on Deer Island and. Fort Inde “Having been thus denied, by the officers of edge, which, if a necessary regard to their
than ordinary seriousness occurred at Oldham, nefarious a set of miscreants as ever made pendence have been reduced to 75 cents per the Bank, and having been informed by the duty and the rights of others permitted, they
day. These men are in the employment of Directors, that they were not aware of having would not willingly expose without reserve.
thé borough represented by Mr. Cobbet, aris their appearance in that city.
ing from a strike in the operatives for an in
government and have heretofore been paid declined to furnish a room for the exclusive
It remains for the Douse and the country
crease of wages. A great number paraded
Two white men, negro traders, were mur one dollar per day.
use of the committee, your committee, sincere to decide how far this conduct of that direc
and went to the various cotton mills, in or dered, recently, in the vicinity of Prince Ed
ly desirous to meet the wishes and directions of tory has been dictated by their solemn duty,
der to compel others to join them. In at ward Court House, Virginia, by their slaves.: An old gentleman in Kentucky, as the sun the House, believed it to be their duty to seek as declared, to protect the interests of others
tempting to scale the walls of one which was The slaves took possession of all their prop goes down on Saturday night, daubs up the another interview with the committee of: committed specially
x ____j ..............
______
to their r
protectionclosed against them, one of their number was erty, about $3000, and decamped—they have entrance of his bee-hive to prevent thes little Directors and by arrangement, met the com- How far it conforms^to those principles of ackilled by a bullet from within, upon which as yet eluded pursuit.
fellows from working on the sabbath.
mittee of the Board, at the Bank, on the 7th | tion which are based on conscious integrity
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PROSPECTUS OF THE
and uprightness Of purpose, which defies [Correspondence of the Portland Advertiser.^ ' APPALLING DEVELÔPEMËNT ! ! !I Hfiertl, nothing but outrage and indignity.
MONSTROUS AND UNPARALLELED 'There are some other points of contrast GAZETEEB. OP SffiAEME.
WASHINGTON,
MAY 19, 1834.
scrutiny, and invites investigation ; and how
W
ashington, may
far it shall be received as a plea of guilty to
Matters and things are here in such a[
a PROFLIGACY IN THE COLLECTION equally curious.
MOW in press, and will soon be published^
But, in conclusion, I will remark that it is _L1 “ A Gazeteer of Maine,” compiled from
the high misdemeanors which they insist | state that one might as well search for jewels | OF THE PUBLIC REVENUE.
have been charged against the corporation of in a desert of sand as for the fact which is
We were never so much astounded as by not a little curious, that one moderate request the best sources df.information, from several
which they have the management and con- to remain fact for any length of time.• Ido
I do the publication of the following OFFICIAL of the Committee is wholly forgotten in the volumes already published, and from original
trol.
not believe there ever was a period in the LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY OF Report, that, in which they asked for the pri papers prepared expressly for the purpose*
“ These grave questions, with others grow- history of the country when the minds of all THE TREASURY, exposing the most gross, vate correspondence of the officers of the Bank This work will contain a sketch of the earli
ing out of the transactions and proceedings, public men are so unsettled as they are at wanton, and corrupt squander of the PEO with members of Congress, on the subject of est history of Maine, a description of the coun
are left to be decided by the House of Rep this moment. He who throws his glass into PLE’S MONEY, upon the slaves of the Al the re-charter, “ letters answered and unan ties, towns, rivers, mountains, rind all the
the future, throws it into clouds and darkness bany Regency, that ever met the public eye : swered.” Whether this requisition was on useful matter generally comprised in works
resentatives.
deliberate consideration regarded as an inad of the kind. The whole will pass under the
“ To elicit those opinions, the following res —and what may be the creation from this
[From the Rochester Daily Democrat.]
vertence which it was better to forget, or no, inspection and review of able judges, and as
void and chaos no man can foretell. A hun
olutions are most respectfully submitted :
GENESEE
DISTRICT.
we cannot pretend to say. All I would now surance is given that the work shall be fulfi
1. Resolved, That by the charter of the dred Bank projects are afloat—almost every
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, APRIL 28, 1834.
suggest to my fellow citizens is the propriety complete and correct. We are aware that
Bank of the United States, the right was ex man has one in his pocket—but nevertheless,
Sir',—I have the honor to transmit you of a cautious comparison of the assertions of there has been imposition and deception in
pressly reserved to either House of Congress, such is party organization, so deeply is the
by the appointment of a committee, to inspect present set of men committed that I see none herewith in compliance with the request this packed Committee, with the documenta book subscriptions, and we wish to say that
the books, and to examine into the proceed-1 which can now take a shape and form so as made in your letter of the 24th ult., a state ry evidence which will be published*
no subscriber will be requested to take the
ings of the said Bank, as well as to ascertain to become law. 1 Almost the whole of that ment furnished by the Register of the Treas
book when published, unless he is entirely
body of men known as the Albany Regency ury exhibiting the amount of Revenue col
if at any time it had violated its charter.
Cholera in Mississippi.—A letter from Man satisfied withitsappearance. It is absolute
2. Resolved, That the resolution of the and who rule New York with a rod of iron, lected in the district of Genesee together with chester, Miss, dated April 20, states that 116 ly necessary that subscriptions sufficient
House of Representatives, passed on the 4th are here. And what they are after, no man a list of persons employed in the collection of cases of cholera had occurred during one should be obtained to cover the expense^
of April, 1834, for the appointment of a com can tell. There is, however, some trouble in the same, and the amount paid to each dur week on the plantation of Mr. Roache, six which will be considerable.
JAMES BURTON, Jr.
mittee, with full powers to make the investi the camp, or else these petty kings would nev ing the years 1831, 1832 and 1833.
miles from that place.—Phil. Inq.
R. B. TANEY, Secy of the Treasury.
gations embraced in said resolution, was in er have left their thrones to make an encamp
Hon.
F
red
’
k
W
hittlesy
,
H.
of
Rep.
Wash.
York County Bible Society.
accordance with the provisions of the charter ment here. Some think they have come to
CONDITIONS.
embody into a Law some plan for a Bank,—
The Annual Meeting of said Society will
of said Bank and the power of this House.
This work will contain about five hundred
3. Resolved, That the President and Board but I am more inclined to think they have Statement exhibiting the amount of rev be held at the Rev. Stephen Merrill’s Meet octavo pages, printed on good paper and new
enue received at the port of Genesee in ing-house, in Biddeford, on Wednesday, the type, and well bound, and will be delivered
of Directors of the Bank of the United States, come to shape some plan to amuse the peo
the State of New York, and the expenses 4th day of June next, at 9 o’clock, A. M.
by refusing to submit for inspection, the books ple, if they can, and thus to keep them easy
to subscribers at two dollars per copy, and th©
of collection of the same, during the years
The Trustees are requested to meet at the price will not be reduced.
and papers of the Bank, as called for by the till after the fall elections. Nothing can be
done,
for
the
President
is
as
inexorable
as
ev

ending
on
the
31st
day
of
December,
1831,
Rev.
Mr.
Merrill
’
s
house,
at
8
o
’
clock,
A.
M.
Committee of the House of Representatives,
Editors in this State who will insert this
of said day. By order of the Trustees.
’32 and ’33.
liave contemned the legitimate authority of er. His friends who desire to act are as fear
prospectus in their papers a few weeks, shall
JOHN FROST, Recording Sec'y.
1831
1832
1833
the House, asserting for themselves powers ful as ever of acting without his permission—
receive a copy of the work.
Kennebunk, May 30, 1834.
and privilèges not contemplated by the fra and as the motto of the Kitchen continues to Gross ain’t of revenue, 1,690 22 755 95 848 48
Any person who will procure eight sub-4
3,775
30
4,263
64
4,198
64
Expenses
of
collection,
mers of their charter, nor in fairness deduci be “ Perish Credit, Perish Commerce,” I think
scribers shall receive a copy gratis.
ble from any of the terms or provisions of the experiment must goon, till the people
HYMENEAL
Bangor, April, 1834.
Statement of the persons employed in the
redress their grievances at the Polls.
that instrument.
MARRIED—In Concord, N. H. 19th inst. Mr.
collection of the Revenue in the District of
The party here are making a desperate ef
ARLEY’S MAGAZINE, published ev
4. Resolved, That either Houfee of Congress
Genesee, and the amount paid to each, in Charles T. Mixer of Saco, to Miss Eliza Jane,
ery dther week ; illustrated with nu
has the right to compel the production of any fort, to retrieve their falling fortunes. You
daughter
of
Hon.
S
amuel
M
orrill
of
C.
the years 1831, ’32 and ’33.
merous good engravings ; designed to be
such books or papers as have been called for probably have noticed in the Globe a propo
In
Wiscasset,
20th
inst.,
Mr.
Henry
M.
Hewes,
1831
1832
1833
Office.
a useful and pleasant visiter to families and
by their committee, and also to compel said sal to issue extra Globes, so as to operate up Names.
1.460 6.4.. publisher of the Thofnaston Republican, to Miss judivifhtals. The yirice is 81 4 ye-gr.. six esp
Gould, Collcc’r. IQ 14 00
President and Directors to testify to such in on the autumnal elections. One of the circu Jacob
1,092
00
G. H. Holden, Ins’r,
1,098 00 1,095 00 Sarah Darnon of W.
lars
of
the
Jackson
members
of
Congress
has
terrogatories as were necessary to a full and
In Hartford, Conn. Silas E. Burrows, Esq. of ies for $5 or 25 quarterly parts for $5. Pay
730 00 • 732 00
Byram Green,
“
730 00
perfect understanding of the proceedings of fallen in my way—and as it is, I am confident, Ben. E. Lathrop “
New York, to Miss Mary Russ, daughter of the ment, in all cases, in advance.
106 29
262 00
late Hon. John Russ.
708 00
Volume 2 commences this day. The pub
the Bank at any period within the term of its but a copy of almost all, I must call your at George Gould “
105 01
246 00
240 00
in Kittery, on Sunday evening, by Joshua T. lishers trust that the numerous subscribers to
tention to it. They are to be directed to Col Jasper Drake, Jr. “
existence.
20
00
148
00
D.
8.
Holden,
“
45
00
Chase, Esq. Sergeant Joseph H. Kennedy, of the this cheap and popular periodical, will find
5. Resolved, That the Speaker of this House lectors, Inspectors, Weighers, Guagers, Post- Henry O’Reily, “
720 00
825 00 U. S. Marine Corps, to Miss Caroline A. Tudor,
the second year very much improved. It is
do issue his warrant to the Sergeqnt-at-Arms, Masters, &c.—and the call is made upon them *Ao Clerkhire ?
of
Liverpool, England.
their intention to spare no expense to make
to arrest Nicholas Biddle, President, Manuel to furnish such a quota of names, as it is ex
3,775 30 4,263
64 4.198 64
charged.. )
,
Treasury Department, Register’s Office, ?
the work attractive and useful. The extent
Eyre, Lawrence Lewis, Ambrose White, pected,—a very significant term—and as the
April 26, 1834.
<
OBITUARY
to which the People’s Magazine has been
Daniel W. Cox, John Holmes, Charles Chaun times demand,—a term equally significant,
T. L. SMITH, Register.
patronized the past year, has enabled the pub
cey, John Goddard, John R. Neff, William that they contribute all their influence to sus
DIED
—
-In
this
town,
26th
inst.
Mr.
J
oseph
But for the official form in which this exlishers to make some very material improve
Platt, Matthew Newkirk, James C. Fisher, tain the paper. I do not pretend to give the
Ross, aged 37 years.
posure
comes,
we
should
be
utterly
unable
to
ments, both in the editorial and typograpical
John S. Henry, and John Sergeant, Directors exact words,—but the fact is, that all office
In Buxton, Mr. Samuel Sands, aged 57.
credit
it.
The
naked
facts
are
too
startling
of the Bank of the United States, and bring holders every where are to be called upon to
In Kennebunk-port, 26th inst. Mr. Roger departments. The first number of the second
year is this day published. The following
them to the Bar of this House, to ansyve'r for contribute their quota of names, and to be re for belief! Such enormous prodigality— Hammond, aged 73 years.
such
stupendous
corruption,
is
without
a
par

sponsible for them, under an indirect threat
In Limerick, 19th inst. Miss Jane, daughter of are the subjects :
their contempt of its lawful authority.
allel
in
the
history
of
party
profligacy.
Mr. Henry Libby, aged 29 years.
of expulsion from office, if they do not obey.
Burden’s new Steamboat, with an engrav
Fellow citizens, read over this statement
In Portsmouth, Mrs. Eunice Sawyer, aged 82; ing—Isle aux Noix—Franklin’s Morals—the
The Editors of the National Intelligencer Now I think that it is high time that the peoSun—Winter in Russia—Novel Species of
make the following comment on the report of’ pie
| took this matter in hand. Office holders again—and again—and still again. Assure formerly of Kittery.
Street Pavement—Ice Houses—the Alligator
the minority of the Bank Committee :—
<are the servants arid not the rulersand mas yourselves of the shameful fact, established
Distressing and Fatal Accident.—Drown —the Ceylon Leech—Gold Mines in the U.
ters of the People.
No office holder ought by the official sanction of the Secretary of the
It contains a discussion of the power of the (to be allowed to interfere in elections,—and Treasury, that for the collection of about ed in York, on Friday evening, 16th inst. Mr. States—Biography—Roman Emperor and
Committee, as understood by the minority, for this we not only have Jefferson’s but EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS OF REV Barack M. Ramsdell.—Mr. Ramsdell went out Empress—the Pen and Press—Singular An
and the reasons which led them to dissent Jackson’s authority. Public opinion ought ENUE, at the Port of Genesee, Jacob Gould to a saw-mill, a short distance from his house, imals in South America—Retirement—the
from their colleagues, in their demand to ,to rebuke them in the most decisive manner. and his band of subordinates, DRAW OVER about 4 o’clock in the afternoon, to saw a log. Turnstone, or Dotterel—Human Weight and
have the books of the Bank carried out of the If rebuke won’t do, more decisive measures FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS ANNU He was alone, but no anxiety was felt by his Height—the Emperor Nicholas—Maxims.
banking house, or there submitted to inspec ought to be resorted to. Are these men thus ALLY FROM THE PUBLIC TREAS friends until about dark. Not then returning,
LILLY, WAIT & CO.
search was made for him at the mill and in the
tion, except according to the requirements of paid to electioneer out of the people’s money, URY ! !!
121, Washington streett
neighborhood. It was found that he had rolled
the charter. The minority of the Committee to be allowed to be the instruments of op
View this statement in any manner that is the log into the mill, but never had hoisted the
Boston, March 25.
have urged that, under the circumstances of pressing the people !—How are they better possible, it still remains the most alarming gate. Upon draining the pond a little and by the
the case, they did not feel themselves war when they act thus than Swiss mercenaries and sickening exposure of venalty and cor assistance of lights, he was discovered under the
STATE OF MAINE.
ranted in calling upon the Bank, voluntarily —hired Hessians—a standing army drilled ruption ever exhibited to the public view.— mill. He was taken out about half past 11 o’
Secretary of State’s office,
to co-operate in an inquisition, of which the and disciplined to keep the people under. How many such thirsty leeches are there gorg clock at night, and carried to his weeping friends.
Augusta, April 30th, 1834.
object was directly or eventually to criminate How prominent they are in all political as ing themselves from the Public Treasury ? He was interred on the following Sunday. His
ROVISION having been made by thri
its Directors and officers ; and that, in in semblies ! How active, how unceasing in How many such panders fattening upon the funeral was attended by a larger concourse of
Legislature for defraying wholly or in
sisting that the inspection of the books should their efforts—and why ? because—the an “ spoils
At how many other Ports are the people than was ever witnessed in the place.
part, according to the necessities of such as
be confined within the limits of the charter, swer is obvious—they are hired by the day to People paying at the rate of SIX DOLLARS Sermon on the occasion by Mr. Libbey. Text, may make application, the expense of placing
“ Be ye also ready.” Mr. Ramsdell was an in
the Committee of the Board of Directors whs be just so active in their own behalf. I call FROM THE TREASURY, for every ONE dustrious
at the American Asylum at Hartford, Conn*
and respectable young man.—-[Com.
guilty of no contempt of the House. The upon the People to watch these interested DOLLAR collected in Revenue ? And is
such Deaf and Dumb persons as may appear*
paper is one of great ability, and will we are men. They are not fit advisers, fit sentinels this the kind of“ RETRENCHMENT AND
the most proper subjects foreducation at said,
SHIP
NEWS,
sure carry conviction to every mind capable of the public welfare. Their mouths are REFORM” which General Jackson promised
institution, those who are desirous of obtain
of considering the subject dispassionately.
ing aid from the State for this purpose, are re
KENNEBUNK, MAY 31, 1834.
stopped with gold—and whenever they are the People ?
quested to make application therefor, to th©
officious and intermeddling, they ought to be
Anti-Masonic State Convention.—The kept still. Let the people tell them face to
MEMORANDA.
Subscriber on or’before the 12th day of June
A Correspondent of the National Gazette
Ar. at New Orleans, 6th inst. barque Pomona, next.—stating their age, and their situation and
last received number of the Maine Free Press face what they are after, and how they are makes the following remarks upon the Re
New York.
contains a call for an anti-Masonip State paid—and my life for it, a second attempt will port of the Majority of the Bank Committee. Nason,
that of their near relatives in relation to prop
J
Ar. at New York, 24th inst. brig Lucy, Davis, erty.
Convention, to be held at Hallowell, on the not be made to seduce such men from their
The
burthen
of
the
querulous
Report
of
Maracaibo,
I
24.
■3d of July next, for the purpose of nomina duty to their country.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
But interested as
Ar. at Providence, 25th, sch. Two Friends,
ting a candidate for Governor and for the these men are, they are the men who have the Committee, when divested of all the in Nickerson,
on which pupils are admitted into the Amer
Dennis.
transaction of such other business as the long ruled this country. What administra tricate mystification with which it is perplex- - Ar. at New-Orleans, 9th, ship Lion, Bursley,
ican Asylum*
ed, is that the Bank Directors would not per
“ prosperity of anti-masonry” may require.
The Asylum will provide for each pupil,
tion could breast the present strong current mit them in the first place to consummate New-York.
At Ponce, 11th inst. brigs Brutus, New York, board, lodging and Washing ; the continual
of public feeling, but an administration with
The Young Men of Ellsworth, in confor supporters stationed in every nook and cor the ruin of the Institution by testimony taken 4 ; Cadmus, for this port, 6.
superintendence of health, conduct, manners
ex
parte,
and
to
rummage
every
book
and
mity with previous public notice, met on the ner of this vast country, hired to defend, and
At Cadiz, April 10, barque Com. Morris, Per and morals; fuel, candies,stationary and oth
paper
within
its
walls,
without
control
or
sukins, New-York», May 1.
evening of the 15th inst. and formed them paid to defend all of its acts. Talk of “ Glo
er incidental expenses of the school room, for
At Matanzas, 8th inst. brig Persevereance, which including tuition, there will be an an
selves into a Society under the name of“ The ry,”—talk of “ New-Orleans,” I know all this I pervision—and in the next, the refusal to
permit
the
books
and
papers
to
be
transport

Burnham,
Portsmouth,
loading.
Ellsworth Young Men’s Whig Society.” is much, but strong as is this hold upon
nual charge of one hundred and fifteen doU
At Havana, 10th inst. barque Bohemia, unc.; lars.
The Society was organized by the choice of popular favor, no man could resist such a ed for examination to the Hotel. I state this
brig Caroline, unc.
as
the
burthen
of
complaint,
assuming
that
a President, Vice President, Secretary, and mighty current without a standing army to
In case of sickness, the necessary extra
Sailed from Havand, 10th, brig Watchman,
the Committee were sincere in their wish to
Board of Directors, and adjourned to meet defend him.
charges will be made.
Paterson,
Matanzas
and
Europe.
proceed with the investigation. If on the
again on the evening of the 29th inst.
No pupil will be received for a less term
Sailed from Edenton, 20th, sch. Grape, Bell,
other hand, as has been shrewdly suspected,
than two years, and no deduction from the
Charleston.
Spanish
Convention.
—
By
the
recent
Con

the Committee wished to drive the Bank into
A correspondent of the Portland Advertiser,
above charge will be made on account of va
vention with Spain, twelve millions of rials' contumacy, how supremely ridiculous does
cations or absence, except in case of sickness*
in a long and spirited article in reference to vellon,* are stipulated to be paid, as the bal their highly wrought resentment appear ? It
SIDNEY, MAY 14.
Each person, applying for admission, must
Barque Astrea, Wm. Ridley master, with two
the late summerset turned by the Jeffersonian, ance of the claims of our citizens, in one or is, however, but fair to state th© matter with
hundred and eleven passengers and crew, went not be under > ten or over thirty years of
intimates that the promise of the Chief-Jus- more inscriptions, as our Government may the former assumption, and so stating it, it is ashore at Loran, near Louisburg, morning of 7th age ; of good natural intellect ; capable of
tice-ship of Maine may have had some influ prefer, as perpetual rents, on the grant book essential that the true question should appear inst. and only the surgeon and two of the crew forming and joining letters with a pen legibly
of the consolidated debt of Spain, bearing in
the plainest garb.
saved ! Sarne day, brig Edward struck a piece and correctly ; free from any immoralities of
ence with the commonly reputed writer of terest at five per cent, and deliverable in such in The
Bank did not refuse the Committee of ice near Port Nova, and sunk immediately—
the leading editorial article in that paper of form as shall be prescribed by persons to' access to the books and papers ; on the con crew saved. On the 10th, brig Fidelity, Clarke, conduct, and from any contagious disease.
iffff’A certificate of such qualifications will
the 20th inst., whose influence in the manage whom authority shall be given by our govern trary, yielding to the legislative mandate, they from Dublin for Quebec, went ashore on Scatarri, be required from one or more of the Selectmen
and
was
lost
;
passengers
and
crew,
150
in
ment of that establishment is generally ac ment for that purpose. The interest is to be! readily gave it with, no restriction but that the number, saved. Same day, brig Columbus, ofthe town orfrom the Assessors of the Plant a-1
paid in Paris semi-annually, and the first pay• examination was to be agreeably to the charter.
knowledged to be very considerable. The ment is to be made in six months from the! And whence, let it be remembered, does this Russell, from Newcastle for Quebec, was lost tion in which any applicant may reside.
By order of the Governor and Council,
Advertiser correspondent says “ Whatever time of the exchange of ratifications. All1 Committee get its authority to examine at all, three miles E. of Louisburg, crew saved. On
ROSCOE G. GREENE, Sec. of State*
the 27th ult. lat 45 20, Jon. 48 53, the Margaret,
it [the motive for the movement] specifically previous claims are cancelled. A list of the! but by the charter ? The Committee asked Walsh, from Newcastle, picked up the captain of
1
for
the
exclusive
control
of
the
books
and
paaims is
to the Spanish
bark James, from Ireland for Quebec, with ten
be, one thing is certain, such a Ibait has been 2j
iJnvcirnmpnt
and »ntnontir»otnrl
JLeather Preservative, $c
Government in
in fiiv
six mnnthc
months,and
authenticated pers, to examine what they pleased and as others, only survivors of two hundred and sixty
held out, and. swallowed greedily by this hun copies of the documents on which they arel5 they
pleased ; to get what knowledge they jive persons on board the James when she sprung
gry expectant : and it is the object of this founded, within three years from the periodI could, to use as they pleased, of the accom aleak and sunk.
ARTRIDGES’ LEATHER PRESER
On the night of the 15th inst. brig Margaret,
VATIVE, for Harnesses, Chaise tops,
modations of individuals from day to day at
communication to show at what expense of of ratification.—Boston Patriot.
&c. 1 gross Partridges’ Paste Blacking.
the Bank ; and at last they asked to take from Belfast for St. John, N.B. went ashore at
consistency, honor, honesty and truth.”
Barrington,
and
was
totally
lost
—
crew
saved.
*$600,000.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
the books, or, what is the same thing, to take
May 24, 1834.
duplicate books in the form of copies to the The mate’s wife and four children were drowned.
Poisonous Cheese.— We understand that
It is understood, that the nomination of Hotel, where in secret conclaves and dimin
Ship Pactolus, Daniel Wise, which put into
several individuals were poisoned, in a neigh Messrs. White, McAllister and Alley, as Gov utive regency caucuses, with the aid bf all
Temperance Tales.
Newport, 24th, from New Orleans, has received
boring town, last Sunday, in consequence of ernment Directors of the Bank, have been the supplementary intelligence they might no other damage than loss of rudder in a gale, a
O. 1.—My Mother’s Gold Ring.
eating cheese. A very fine cheese, rich and confirmed by the Senate, and those of Messrs. gain from the purlieus of the Executive de few days after leaving the Mississippi. She will
No. 2.—Wild Dick and Good Little
of excellent flavor, was cut for supper, on an Horn and Vaux laid on the table for further partments and their branches here, they could be ready for sea this week. The P. has a cargo Robin.
of 2254 bales (about 960,000 lbs.) cotton ; the
consideration.
examine
them
at
leisure.
The
Bank
said
to
occasion which called a large number of
No. 3.—I am afraid there is a God.
them that, in the presence of its Directors, largest cargo ever taken from New-Orleans, ex
No. 4.—A Sectarian Thing.—For sale by
friends and relatives together, of which, with
We learn that Andrew Stevenson (now the examination might be made as the Com cept that of ship Washington, of New York, a
D. REMICH.
one or two exceptions, all who sat down at Speaker of the House of Representatives) ! mittee pleased. And this is the substantial few years since, that burthened 800 tons.
May 24, 1834.
was
yesterday
nominated
to
the
Senate,
by
difference.
It
should
be
throughout
borne
in
two large tables partook. Between 9 and 10
the President, to be Envoy Extraordinary
o’clock those who had eaten of it were seized and Minister Plenipotentiary to Great Britain, mind that there is a palpable distinction be ALFRED ACADEMY.
ORTO RICO MOLASSES, SUGAR,
tween the examination, and the deliberation
HE summer term of Alfred Academy
with vomiting, and several of them were so and Mahlon Dickerson, of New-Jersey, to be of the Committee. At the latter, the Direct
& COFFEE. For sale by
will
commence
on
Thursday,
the
5th
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
seriously affected as to require medical aid. Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo ors never wished to be present, and expressly
day of June next, under the direction of Mr.May 24, 1834.
disavowed any such pretension. Now as to
All of them have recovered, we believe, al tentiary to Russia.—JVai. Int. of May 22.
Savage, the present Instructor.
[The Senate, it is said, will not take the claim they did set up, besides its perfect
though the illness of two or three of the num
N. D. APPLETON, Secretary.
BACON, &c.
consistency with the well settled principles
up
Mr.
Stevenson
’
s
nomination
for
consider

Alfred, May 27, 1834.
ber continued for two or three days.—It is ation, until he resigns his seat.]
of law and” justice, it is sustained by a prece
JlllOer & Sian
supposed that some coloring matter of a poi
dent which the Chairman ought not to have
Another Bank Failure.—It is stated to us lost sight of. Mr. Thomas cannot have for
XT AVE just received a lot of Bacon, in
sonous nature was used in making the cheese,
by one of our brokers, that the Commercial gotten that when, on a former memorable
OULD inform his friends and the pub JuL fine order, also fresh Figs, Box Raisins
to give it a rich appearance and flavor.
Bank of Millington, located in Millington, occasion, Reuben M. Whitney made his
lic that he has removed to the store and Castana Nuts.
charge against Mr. Biddle, it was suggested
May 23, 1834.
formerly occupied by Messrs. D. Wise & Co.,
In the U. S. Senate, on the 20th inst. Mr. Md. has stopped payment.
as a matter of right and promptly acquiesced next door to Messrs. J. & I. Lord’s, where
Webster embraced the occasion of presenting
A letter from Payta, received at the office in, that Mr. Biddle should be present and he is opening a good assortment of
a memorial from the citizens of Columbia,
STRAYED
Penn, to offer some remarks on the present of the New-Bedford Gazette, says—Both Pe cross examine the criminating witness. This New $ Reasonable GO 019 R,
TRAYED from the «uhpeculiar aspect of public affairs, in which he ru and the Equator, are in civil war. The will appear from page 117 of the Report of
scriber on Sunday last, a
which
he
will
sell
low
for
Cash
or
Country
1832.
Further
than
this
when
Mr.
Andrews,
castles
of
Callao
were
in
possession
of
one
intimated, very clearly, that any project for
small dark brown COW, four
Produce.
the
second
Cashier,
was
examined
to
discredit
party,
and
the
city
of
Lima
in
that
of
anoth

tfie relief of the country, emanating from the
years old, strait, thin built, with
Kennebunk, May 23, 1834.
opposition in Congress, must prove unsuc er. Guayaquil is in possession of one chief, Whitney, it appears from page 122 of the sarrie
spike hornsT Whoever will give information
Report,
that
Whitney
was
present.
—
And
yet
and
the
river
blockaded
by
another.
No
cessful. From the tenor of his remarks it is
so that said, cow can be obtained shall be
Mr. Thomas, who will not, I am sure, be of
CORN & RYE
inferred that he will not bring forward, at this consuls—no men of war.
suitably rewarded by the subscriber.
fended at being denominated one of Whitney ’s
FOR SALE BY
session, his project for an extension of the
CALEB KIMBALL,
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
Cases of small pox have occurred in Lon sponsers on that occasion, finds in the request
charter of the Bank, but will leave the whole
Lyman, May 23,1834.
of the present “ Directory,” as his report calls
May 24,1834.
donderry, Litchfield and Pelham, N. H.
subject in the hands of the dominant party.
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“ Your delinquent Thomas H. M.~, I am
sorry to inform you is in indigent circumstan
ces ; and the fact becomes doubly aggra
[From Noah’s Star.]
vating when we contemplate how he be
HOPE.
A recent conversation with a friend, to whom came so. A few years ago he was in inde
they are addressed, suggested the following pendent circumstances and belonged to a re
lines :
spectable church, but alas ! Intemperance.
Yes, I will hope, though years have fled,
O save me the tale ! He is now a town
Unchanging in their sadness by ;
pauper.—Portland Advertiser.
Though ev’ry flower that raised its head,

STATE OF MAINE.'
INTERESTING TO THE BLIND.
STATE OF MAINE.
Resolve for establishing an Insane Hospital.
Secretary of State’s office, ?
I
Resolved, That there be allowed and grant
D. REMICH
Augusta, April 15, 1834. 5
ed for the purpose of establishing an Insane
AS for sale an assortmept of Garden
THE
accompanying
Resolve
appropriating
Hospital in this State, the sum of Twenty
Seeds, from the Seed Establishment
Thousand Dollars, to be derived from the One Thousand Dollars for the support at the
connected with the New England Farmer
!
New
England
Institution
in
Boston,
in
the
proceeds of the sales of the public lands, and
Office, Boston, which are warranted to be Of
to be paid out of the Treasury of the State, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, of such In the crops of 1833, and of the first quality.
whenever said sums shall be realized and re digent Blind persons in this State, as may ap Each sort is labelled with directions for its
ceived from said source. Said sum to be ex pear proper subjects for education at said in culture.
In bloom awhile, now torn and dead,
pended in erecting a suitable building or stitution, is published for the information of all
Among them are the following Wither’d upon life’s path doth lie.
A Temperance Veteran.—Deacon John buildings for an Insane Hospital, in manner interested in the welfare and happiness of
Early Turnip Blood Beet.
Whitman of East Bridgewater, Mass., aged hereinafter provided and described, on condi that unfortunate class of our fellow beings.
Long Blood do.
Ah ! didst thou know how bright a dream,
The following are the
ninety-nine years on the 28th March, attended tion that a like sum of Twenty Thousand
Early York Cabbage.
Hope’s magic pencil fondly drew
town meeting April 8th, and gave in his vote. Dollars be raised by individual donations,
RULES AND REGULATIONS, '
Red Dutch do. (for pickling.)
In life’s young hour, when ev’ry gleam
The reason of his coming out on. this occasion towards erecting and maintaining the same, I for the admission of Beneficiaries into the
Upon the heart, was like the beam
Early Horn Carrot.
New
England
Institution
for
the
Education
was
the
fact
of
the
opponents
of
Temperance
within twelve months from the passage of an
Which gives the wave a rainbow hue ;
Curled Cress.
of the Blind.
making an organized effort to carry the town Act in reference thereto.
1
Early Frame Cucumber.
Candidates for admission must be over six
officers. The same day he bottomed two
Thou wouldst not marvel I should sigh
Resolved, That whenever the foregoing
Early Curled Silesia Lettuce.
ANO
chairs with flags. This venerable man must condition shall have been complied with, the and under twenty four years of age.
To know it was too bright to last;
Royal Cape Head do.
jllSHED
be the father of Rev. Bernard and Jason Whit Governor with advice of Council be and he
They must produce certificates of incura
Or that.tbe tear should dim the eye,
Tennisball do.
JA
Or on the soul, thus mournfully,
man, two Unitarian preachers, the latter of hereby is authorized and empowered to pur ble blindness, from some respectable physi
Radish.
jd the Mai
Despondency her shades should cast.
whom attended the late State Convention in chase a lot of land within the State and pro cian of regular standing, also their freedom
Early Bush Scollop Summer Squash.
iKMS or "
Augusta, and in the course of his remarks cure a good and sufficient title and convey from any epileptic or contagious disorder, or
Early Long Warted do.
Gay are the poet’s early hours,
, dollars p'
mentioned the advanced age and firm health ance thereof to the State, which shall be an from any physical affliction that would fen
Tomato.
Happy the early lay he sings,
of his father who had always been a Temper eligible site for an Insane Hospital, regard be der them unfit inmates with others.
Sl will be
For then his harp is decked with flowers
Early White Dutch Turnip.
ance man.—.Hallowell Advocate.
Beneficiaries must produce a certificate
o unpaid
ing had in the selection of such site, to the
Culled fresh from fancy’s rosy boWers,
White Flat do.
discontin1
centre of population and to the cheapness of from the Selectmen or the overseers of the
Bright as his own imaginings.
White Mulberry Seed.
The terms of the “ Temperance Advocate” labor and materials for the construction of poor of their town, stating that their parents
, until all
O^’Ornamental Feower Seeds, in
published at Thomaston, by Mr. Henry M. said Hospital ; and also to the amount of do and immediate relatives are unable to defray
Then, in his ardent dream appears
.publisher
great variety, comprising some of the most
Hewes, have been reduced, and it is now af nations which may be contributed by indi the expenses of their education.
A dew-gem’d wreath, that sparkles bright.
rror in a11 J
forded at the same price of the New York viduals towards the erecting and establishing
Dew drops ? alas ! they are the tears
They must produce a certificate of good showy and beautiful Annuals, Biennials, and
■edfor its i
Wrung from his soul in after years,
Temperance Recorder, viz : single copy, 50 the same.
moral character from the selectmen or cler Perennials.
When friends forsake and sorrows blight.
Kennebunk,
April
7,
1834.
cents per annum ; 20 copies, $3 ; 30 copies,
gyman
of
their
town.
Resolved, That whenever a site shall have
MI
$4 ; 40 copies, $5 ; to be sent to one direc been provided as aforesaid, the Governor
They must be provided with at least six
Yet sweetly does the syren sing,
tion. Payment in all cases to be made in ad with advice and consent of the Council shall good cotton shirts, two vests, jackets and
¡SAGE!
And tell when wintry storms arise :
vance.
HE subscriber having contracted with
appoint a Board of three Commissioners who pantaloons ; six pairs of socks or stockings ;
The flowers that from the green earth spring
v the town of Kennebunk, to support the
Wither, but bloom, when on light wing
shall cause to be erected on said site a Hos two pairs of boots or shoes ; six pocket hand
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives ¿mito
Birds greet again the sunny skies.
PROBATE NOTICES.
pital and other buildings suitable for the ac kerchiefs, and two black stocks ; all to be in
pit Reason
of a Superintendent and of one good condition, and the woollens of.;hrk cq]qr.: notice that he has made suitable provision for
At a Court of Probate^tden at York, with commodation
st prefer
The females must be provided with at least them at the town Work-House, and hereby
Onward—still onward, glide myiiarquo
hundred I ma c peisons furiously mad ; agree
a'
in and for the county of York, on the able to a f>tai> of the most recent approved the same quantity of linen and with three I forbids all persons harboring or trusting anv
A haven thou must reach at last.;
of Ionian re
Though clouds hang o’er thee, dense and dark,
first Monday of May," in the year of our niock'E fh an institution.
And said gowns and dresses.—The clothing must be ' of the Paupers of said town, as he is deteA
tn e ouster
.Hope at the helm, 4tisa*.art an u. k
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-JVurflnj the Commissioners shall have power to make all renewed from tinje to time, as may be neces mined to pay no bill for their support.
Of safety, to outstride the blast 1
co parison«
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said necessary »•ontracts and to appoint Agents to sary—by the parents ; anything more fflan
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
[hour r
Court :
w
common
mending
will
not
be
done
at
the
ex

Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
superintend the erection of the same, and
1 be calle
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
N the petition of John S. Foss, a cred who shall report to the Governor and Coun pense of the institution.
m U ,> ..iih
to ixceed, all
itor to the estate of Isaac Lane, late of cil, a system for the discipline and govern
Each pupil must be provided with a wood
Palm
'Leai
Hats.
■
A LEAF FROM THE CHAPTER OF INTEMPER Hollis, esquire, deceased, praying that ad
pij kbecaus
ment of said establishment, as soon as the men chest with a lock and key ; and of suffi
HE subscriber has for sale a large quan
ANCE.
ministration of the estate of said dee'eased same shall be completed.—And said Com cient size to contain all their clothing.
ap ear more
tity of Palm Leaf Hats, various sizes
The following extract from a Police Re may be granted to him the said Foss :
All the articles of clothing must be marked
missioners shall lay before the Governor and
and qualities.
WM. LORD. ad 'motives
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no Council their accounts of expenditures and with the owner’s name—at full length.
port of the New York Transcript, presents
al hdantly s
Kennebunk, April 25, 1834.
The friends of Persons desirous of availing
a horrid picture of the evils which wait on tice thereof to all persons interested in said disbursements for the purposes of their being
ni [soperabi
estate,
by
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
themselves
of
the
Bounty
of
the
State
are
re

intemperance. Such scenes are not uncom
examined, audited and allowed as in their
te Stations c
ALCOM’S BIBLE DICTIONARY;
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
quested to make written application therefor,
mon. Is it not strange that apologists for in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks discretion they may deem just and proper.
J ie balance
Lincoln
’
s
Sabbath
School
Class
book
;
Resolved, That the Treasurer:of this State ito the Subscriber, (at this Office,) on or bethis vice can be found among the virtuous successively, that they may appear at a Pro
Musical Manual—and a variety of other (nd on tl
| fore the 12th of June next,—statingtheir Age,
portion of the community ?
bate Court to be holden at Saco, in said [ be authorized to receive any donations, either Sex, Occupation, Abilities, Constitution, Char books for Sabbath Schools and S. S. Libraries.
lb gospel, n
in
money,
securities,
or
in
any
real
or
other
For sale by
D. REMICH.
James Hoduet and his wife (the former county, on the first Mpnday in June next,!
a [ prove i
personal e^ftte from any person or persons, acter, How and when they became Blind, and
Kennebunk,
May
3,
1834.
holding a pretty but sickly looking infant in at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and which shall be appropriated exclusively to their situation, and that of their near relatives
th |hear the
bis arms) appeared at the bar to prefer mu shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer the object aforesaid. And that it shall -be the in regard to property.
re ion, whici
NOTICE.
By order of the Governor and Council.
tual complaints of assaults against each oth of said petition should not be granted.
duty of said Treasurer, to keep a distinct and
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
ar1 very in
Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
ROSCOE
G.
GREENE,
Secretary
of
Slate.
er. They both looked sickly, pale and
separate account thereof, to be appropriated
between the subscribers, under firm of
A true copy— Attest,
ih se of reve
as aforesaid under the order and direction of
. STONE & ALLEN,
emaciated, from a long course of intem
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
STATE
OF
MAINE.
the
Governor
and
Council.
is
this
day
by
mutual
consent
dissolved,
and
perance, yet were rather respectably dressed
May 17.
won a
Resolve for the relief of the Indigent Blind. persons, having demands against said firm
In the House of Representatives, ?
and had evidently been well educated.
- Human r
Resolved, That the sum of One Thousand - are requested to present them for payment,
March 8, 1834.
$
At a Court of Probate held at York, within
Mag.—Of what do you complain ?
sJ illg of
Dollars be and hereby is appropriated for the and all persons indebted to said firm are re
Read and passed.
and for the county of York, on the first
Wife, (crying)—He has beaten me, and
g( [to
education of indigent Blind, in thb State of! quested to call and settle With the snbscriNATHAN CLIFFORD, Speaker.
Monday of May, in the year of our Lord
taken away my baby, that is not yet weaned.
Maine, to be expended by the Governor with bers.
cf ¡itore. F
TOBIAS STONE,
eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the Hon.
In Senate, March 8, 1834.
the advice and consent of Council at their
Husband.—She gets drunk, sir, and takes
BENJAMIN ALLEN.
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
Read and passed.
o y to sear
discretion, in defraying in whole or part, up
the child to a house of ill fame, and gives it
Court :
Kennebunk, April 23, 1834.
G Ì, as far f
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, President.
on application, the expense of placing at the
gin to drink.
DWARD FREEMAN, named Execu
March 8,1834.
u but also 1
New England Institution in Boston such in
tor in a certain instrument purporting
Wife.—Who first drove me to it ? don’t
Approved,
ROBERT P. DUNLAP.
a! (lie revel
digent
blind
persons
as
may
appear
proper
to be the last will and testament of NathanAttest,
AVE just received their stock of Spring
provoke me to tell all.
ROSCOE G. GREENE,
w Ire we ai
subjects for education at such Institution.
Goods, which will be opened early
Secretary of Stale.
Husband.—Tell what you please. I’ll iel Freeman, late of York, in said county,
In
the
House
of
Representatives,
?
next week, when they will be happy to wait ti r propei
yeoman,
deceased,
having
presented
the
same
not part with the child.
March 11,1834.
J
for probate :
rd elation gi
on their friends and customers.
Read and passed.
The wife then stated that for the first
dVotice.
fd bur cond
May 3, 1834.
ORDERED—That the said Executor give
NATHAN
CLIFFORD,
Speaker.
twelve months after their marriage they liv notice to all persons interested, by causing a
HE subscribers having been appointed
si Init and
ed happily together, but that her husbandI copy of this order to be published three
by the Judge of Probate for the Coun In Senate March 11, 1834, Read and passed.
o [tity are i
ty of York to receive and examine the claims JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, President.
happened to go to a ten-pin alley with an, j[ weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette,
rt hn to fi i
March 11, 1834, Approved.
of
the
creditors
of
.!
printed
at
Kennebunk,
that
they
may
appear
1
acquaintance, which was the occasion of his I
o lomparii
tf
ROBERT
P.
DUNLAP.
[Price
reduced
to
25
cents.]
MARY SAYWARD,
- ,
first taking to liquor ; from that time he fre i at a Probarte Court to be held at Kennebunk,
Which
cures
in
less
than
one
hour
’
s
appli’
ai
per, am
...
------,
n
ucvvuacil,
in said county, on the first Monday of August
York, in said county, widow, deceased
quently came home tipsy^.u d w-jdd insist trext,
cation. See directions.
i
“at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and (whose estate is represented insolvent,) here
upon her drinking; and ultimately he be• shew cause, if any they have, why the said in by give notice that six months, commencing
HE character of this celebrated Oint
an konnexi
r|lHIS beautiful and thocame an habitual drunkard, and neglected strument should not be proved, approved and the 5th day of May, 1834, have been allowed
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
oil ircumsta
-®L
rough bred young
’ speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
his work ; she however labored hard at her allowed as the last will and testament of the to said creditors to bring in and prove their
li | is silent
BL00D HORSE, is of an !! disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of'
claims ; and that we will attend the service
own occupation as a tailoress, after the birth said deceased.
o hives to
elegant
dark
Chestnut
Color,
,
pimples
on
the
skin.
It
is
also
a
valuable
ar

Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
assigned us at the dwelling-house of Alexan
of the child, until finding that he spent all
with a star, black main, tailand legs, both , ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
a conduct
A true copy—N\Xest,
McIntire
An
York
aforesaid,
on
the
first
der
7
’
’
’
the money that she saved she took to drink
Wm. Cutter Allen, Resister.
Tuesday
sday in Jude next, and the first Tuesdays hind feet partially white below the pastern The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
ing herself ; when as a natural consequence,
May 10.
of the five following months from 4 o’clock joints. He is 6 years old in June next ; 15 which are so eminently useful for removing
wcency.hands high ; with a great share of bone and all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
they were reduced to a state of extreme pov
to 6 o’clock in the afternoon of said days.
g |eable to (
muscle.
His
Grandsire
was
the
unrivalled
erty and wretchedness. He then upbraided At a Court of Probate held at York, within
Afresh supply is just received, and for sale by
Dated the 5th ddy of May, in the year of
si Ices, whe
and. for the County of York, on the first
her with a want of spirit, and told her to go
Lord one thousand eight hundred and Horse American Eclipse, that was sold the
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
o betion.
last season, at the age of 19 years, for $10,000,
thirty-four.
to a house of ill fame and prostitute herself Monday of May, in the year of our Lord
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
and
now
stands
on
Long
Island^Jn
the
State
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-four,
by
the
alex. McIntire,
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
for money; and on her refnsing, he tied her
'Interpreta
of New-York, for the use of mares, at $100 and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney. Hastings,
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
THO’S. SAVAGE.
Id or actif
to a bed post and beat her with a cord until
the season. His dam by the celebrated Mor Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, .LP.
said Court:
nids: eith
her back was dreadfully lacerated. This
gan Horse. She would trot a mile in two Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
ARAH MASON, administratrix of the es
t| e constri
she would have borne without appearing
tate of Simon Mason, late of Kennebunk JYfERDS Grass, Clover and Red Top minutes and forty-five seconds, ahd fifteen be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
tl of malic
miles
an
hour,
with
ease
;
and
is
now
valued
against him ; but he took away the child
port, in said county, deceased, having preJL_a.

Seed, just received and for sale by
d succeed a
■
BOTANICAL
HYGEIAN
high
for
a
brood
mare.
and refused to let her suckle it, or even see sented her first account of administration of
a (evil actioi
MILLER & HALL.
LORD
CABOT
it ; and il oh sir,” said the poor woman with the estate of said deceased for allowance :
May 1,1834.
i le deceit
And
also
her
petition
for
an
allowance
out
of
Will
be
at
his
Stable
in
Biddeford,
the
Ysiiversal
Medicisse.
the tears chasing one another thickly and
§ d thing is
the
personal
estaie
of
said
deceased
:
present
Season,
ready
to
wait
upon
visitors,
HIS compound vegetable matter con
fast down her haggard cheeks, “ if you would
NOTICE.
a on, and t
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
at
the
usual
low
price
of
S
even Dollars, to
sists of eight different articles only,and
preserve my life and that dear babe’s do not, give notice to ail persons interested, by
HE Copartnership heretofore existing be insure a foal. All Mares disposed of within
is warranted free from any mercurial or
tween the subscribers, under the firm a year, will be charged as with foal.
for pity’s sake, let it be kept from me.”
causing a copy of this order to be published
chymical substances, all of which are consid
of James & William Baston, is this day by
True frier
Husband.—It’s utterly false, sir, what three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
ered detrimental to those who take them.
mutual
consent
dissolved.
All
persons
hav

she has told you ; and it’s not a month since Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
H sible to p
This
medicine
consists
of
two
kinds
of
W
e
the
undersigned,
having
known
L
ord
I came home and found her in company ty, that they may appear at a Probate ing unsettled accounts with said firm are re Cabot from a colt, do without hesitation pro Pills put up in one box with a parting, and
injury, 1
Court to be held .at Saco, in said coun quested to exhibit them for settlement to eith nounce him a first rate thorough bred Horse, designated by No. I and 2 ; the No. 1 is the
ll ik. they Ii
with an officer of the Navy.
er
of
the
subscribers.
ty, on the first Monday in June next, at ten
J will deli!
Mag.—Is this true what he states ?
and well deserving the patronage of the public. largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a
JAMES BASTON.
bill
of
directionsand
a
blue
paper
strap
wound
RUFUS
BANKS,
Wife.—He did find a person with me, of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
t; y well kr
WILLIAM BASTON.
if any they have, why the said account
lengthwise over the box with a flowered label
STEPHEN LITTLEFIELD,
I doubly c
who came to see him on business ; but, sir, should not be allowed, and the said allow
Wells, May 1, 1834.
on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni
JERE. MILLIKEN.
who has he to blame but himself, that first ance made.
f OUS than,
versal Medicine. This vegetable compound
Biddeford, March 15, 1834.
4m.
taught me to drink ? The night that he
( riendshif
CAPS & HATS.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
is warranted good in all cases where any
i| elf-intere
A true copy, Attest,
speaks of, I had not seen him for three days
TglHE subscriber has for sale
thing of the nature of a good cathartic is
WAI. Cutter Allen, Register.
Men’s and Boy’s Cloth and
—he had taken away my child ; and 1 have
wanted.
The
oldest
and
youngest
may
take
* us, false
ALL ITS BRANCHES.
May 10.
Morocco Caps, and Boston Fur
it without harm, or danger of taking cold,,
I - un it as y
since known that he sent that man to me.
Hats of a good quality, which will
without altering diet or dress from accustom
I Id tipon t
I became crazy with the liquor I bad taken, At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
be sold low for cash.
ed. habits. This medicine is sure to give sat
and I know not what I did.
I n place
EGS leave to inform the inhabitants of isfaction to all the world if rightly adminis
within andfor the county of York, on the first
WILLIAM SAFFORD.
i ince,
Mag.—This is a most distressing case.
Kennebunk and its vicinity, as well as tered. It does not require the aid of any
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord
Kennebunk, May 3, 1834.
the public generally, that he has commenced
,
Wife.—-I have another child at home :
eighteen hundred., and thirty-four, by lue Hon
other medicines. In common cases it should
business at Kennebunk village. He has an be used as medicine, and not as food as some
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
and when I was ill, and we were starving,
Transpa
arrangement
by
which
he
will
receive
the
la

said
Court
:
my husband would go away and get drunk
NFORMS his friends and the public that
other medicines are.
bing pe
test
fashions
from
Boston,
New-York,
and
■RATHAN
D.
APPLETON
and
ALVAH
he continues to carry on the Tailoring
The subscriber respectfully invites the pub
for weeks together. I have done wrong,
Mier m<
Other
places,
immediately
after
their
introduc

-Lx CONANT, guardians of Thomas P.,
Business, in a neat and Fashionable manner,
lic to call on him and try this medicine. The
but I have been cruelly tried ; and only yes
of the w;
tion.
Clement M., James D., Lucretia H, Oliver,
public may rest assured that every article in»
terday, when I asked him for the child, he and Frances Farnham, minors and children at his shop in Kennebunk Village.
les into t
By this, the employment of the best work this medicine has been thoroughly tried and'
He
would
also
give
information
that
he
re

struck me with the poker, and threw me of Jonathan Farnham, late of Alfred, in said
ly is his
ceives the fashions as often as they are report men, and a prompt attention to the calls of found to be as good as any thing that can be
down stairs.
county, deceased, having presented their first ed. The Spring and Summer fashions are now his customers, he hopes to merit and receive found in any country. Anyone that wishesepth of
a portion of public patronage.
Husband.—I was in liquor then, or I accounts of guardianship of their said wards received.
hie surfa
for medicine, and are not able or willing to
for allowance :
Should any doubt his skill, will they but purchase, are invited to call and take someshould not have done it.
Kennebunk, May 10,1834.
'v—Bec
afford him an opportunity, he will, by a good for trial, without money or price. Put up in
ORDERED—That the said guardians give
Mag.—That, sir, aggravates your offence,
1^ light!
fit
and
faithful
execution,
endeavor
to
remove
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
a warranted uniform manner in Providence^
I shall commit you for the assault and bat
nine fore
their scruples. All garments warranted to R-1, by
copy of this order to be published three
S. pike.
tery.
dium ne'
suit.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
HEESE TUBS; Churns; Keeler-Tubs;
None
are
genuine
unless
signed
in
the
sub

Husband.—I don’t care for that, so that zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
e.
Ladies’ Habits cut in a fashionable style, and scriber
,
Milk-Pails, &c. &c. For sale by,
’
s
hand
writing.
she does not have the child.
other cutting will be attended to with prompt
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
MIDLER & HALL.
ness.
. For Sale, wholesale and retail, in Portland,
Mag.—You cannot take the infant to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
May 2, 1834.
Rhi
(f/^The Summer fashions will be received by Wm. C. Mitchell & Co. Joshua Durgin,
' 'losophei
prison with you ; and as the mother is its Monday in September next, at ten of the clock
John
Coe,
Henry
K.
Hinkley
and
David
in a few days.
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
: Hitl cí
most proper guardian, she must have it.
Griffith, Middle street ; in Kennebunk-port,.
Kennebunk, April 4, 1834.
3m.
4
“ulj’ says
The poor child, which had been crying have, why the said accounts should not be
by Andrew Luques; in Wells, by Joseph
IN PRIME ORDER, for sale by
nearly the whole time, held out its little allowed.
' pke it ii
Wilson;
in
York,
by
Andrew
Clark;
in.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
MILLER & HALL.
j^ething
hands to its mother, and soon buried its
Gorham, by J. H. and S. C. Clements;
A true Copy—Attest,
May 9,1834.
UST received by the subscriber, a general in Limington, by James McArthur, Esq.;
head in her bosom ; and while the husband
hoped d<
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
assortment of
in Newfield, by John Adams ; in Alfred,
May 3.
was conducted to prison, the wife, sobbing
fme cold
The Christiaan’s Pattern:
by Nathan Kendall ; in South-Berwick,
»bers on
bitterly, left the office.
R Pious Reflections for every day in the
by Doctors Trafton and Parker ; in Limerick,
; The asb
TO FARMERS.
month. Collected chiefly from Thomas
by
Stimpson
&
Co.
;
in
Dover,
by
John
IL
I jtoks, say
PAIR of good broad rimmed Wheels,
ct Kempis, with additions. By Edward Up AMEMICAK GOOPS,
A Lessonfor the Intemperate.—mak
Wheeler and A. A. Tufts; at Great Falls, by
ready
to
receive
the
tire,
with
axle
and
pould nev
ham.
Reprinted from the London edition. which will be sold on reasonable terms for Dr. Wingate, and by most Dealers who pur
ing some inquiries respecting delinquent
drafts, for sale low by the subscriber.
This day published and for sale by
cash or approved credit.
chase L. Dam’s medicines, in all of the Newsubscribers, a few days since, we received in
When s
JAMES LITTLEFIELD.
D. REMICH.
ISAAC FURBISH.
England States.
reply the following character of one of them.
Kennebunk-landing, April 25,1834.
Kennebunk, April 15,1834.
Kennebunk, May 3,1834.
fat the ai
July 13,1833.
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